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STELLINGEN

1

Het toepassen van detectoren met verschillende vensterdikten voor het waarnemen

van zachte r'öntgenstraling is van essentieel belang voor het bepalen van de

bijdrage van laag-energetische elckt onen. Dit is mogelijk als gevolg van het

verschil in transmissie van de vensters voor röntgenstraling en elektronen.

De huidige ontwikkeling van halfgeleider beelddetectoren in combinatie met

reflectie-optiek voor zachte röntgenstraling lijkt goede mogelijkheden in te

houden voor toekomstig rëntgensterrenkundig onderzoek.

Een Comptontelescoop met vluchttijdmeting tussen de Comptondetector en een

spectrometer met grote detectie-et'ficiency, en met modulatie van de invallende

bundel, is bij uitstek geschikt voor het waarnemen van kosmische gammastr»ling

tussen 1 en 20 McV. Met name de toepassing op Space Lab zou gunstige perspec-

tieven bieden voor wetenschappelijk belangrijke resultaten, mede gezien de

mogelijkheid tot het optimaliseren van de detectorconfiguratie.

Voor het verkrijgen van wetenschappelijk nieuwe resultaten die een keuze moge-

lijk moeten maken uit de diverse ontstaanshypothesen van galactische gamma-

straling, is een vergroting van gevoelig oppervlak en hoefcscheidendverraogen

van meer belang dan een verbetering van het energiescheidendvermogen ten op-

zichte van COS-B.

Het is erg dat de erg nog zo veelvuldig wordt gebruikt in wetenschappelijke

literatuur. Met name astrofysici schijnen"weinig bereid tot het gebruik van

SI eenheden.
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Met goede voorspellingen op korte termijn van windsnelheid en -richting zijn

niet alleen molenaars gebaat, maar ook astrofysici die voor hun gegevens af-

hankelijk zijn van ballonexperimenten.

lïe'tféwéViiïg'vaVi Barendregt dat het tegen de wijzers van de klok in draaien van

windmolens te verklaren is aan de hand van de gyroscopische werking van het

wiekenkruis en de omstandigheid dat er in Nederland neer ruimende dan krimpende

winden voorkomen, kan theoretisch en experimenteel worden weerlegd.

Stelling VIII, H.P.Barendregt, "Some extensional
term models for combinatory logies and λ-calculi"
Utrecht 1971.

De raaptijd voor kievitseieren dient te worden afgeschaft.

De aanduidingen "voor" en "achter" op de perrons van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen

geven geen uitsluitsel over de bestemming van het middelste deel van een uit

drie treinstellen bestaande trein. Dit veroorzaakt verwarring en verhindert

een goede verdeling van de passagiers.

10

Het is zeer laakbaar dat aangegane leveringsplichten met het buitenland voor

aardgas gebruikt worden als argument voor de noodzaak van boringen naar, en de

exploitatie van dit gas in natuurgebieden.

1!

Het ware te wensen dat lanceringen van raketten, zoals afgebeeld op de omslag

van dit proefschrift, uitsluitend voor wetenschappelijke doeleinden zouden

plaatsvinden.

E.Zwijnenberg
Leiden 17 juni 1976
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

X-ray astronomy has opened a new window on the sky. It has become a

powerful tool for the study of galactic and extragalactic phenomena, and it

has added a significant new contribution to our understanding of the nature and

origin of the universe and of the objects within it. The results of X-ray

astronomy are very different from those which are based on studies in visible

light. Many prominent visible objects are not seen in X-rays, whereas bright

X-ray sources, for which X-ray emission is one of the most important forms of

energy dissipation, are perceived only dimly or not at all in visible light.

An intense background of radiation in addition to the discrete sources

pervades the entire X-ray sky. It forms an overall glow of X-rays, the

presence of which already was detected by the earliest experiments of X-ray

astronomy from rockets (Giacconi et ai. 1962).

The initial exploration of the diffuse background took place at photon

energies above 2 keV. It has been extensively reviewed (Silk 1973, Giacconi

and Gursky 1974). This background is remarkably isotropic (to within a few

percent) suggesting an extragalactic origin. The spectrum is fairly well

established. The differential photon flux above 20 keV resembles a power law

with an index of about -2.4 (Bleeker and Deerenberg 1970, Giacconi and Gursky

1974). At lower energies the spectrum flattens; the index is about -1.4 from

2 to 10 keV. The X-ray background above 2 keV may be explained by the summed

flux of unresolved discrete sources, or by a very hot intergalactic plasma

(i>10
8
K) plus perhaps a very high energy inverse Compton tail (Giacconi and

Gursky 1974)

Figure I.I Outline of the experiment subsystems.

MCC = multicell counter, LAC = large area counter.

The Leinax III payload. Photograph by J.F. Planken.
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Since 1968, when instruments came available with very thin entrance

windows, the background has also been studied at energies below 2 keV, the

spectral region generally referred to as soft X-rays. The Cosmic Ray Working

Group (Leiden, The Netherlands) decided to study this region intensively.

Soft X-rays are strongly influenced by interstellar absorption, which opens up

the possibility to study interstellar matter by measuring the distribution of

the soft X-ray background. Approaching the X-ray region from the low energies,

we find that at 13.6 eV the interstellar medium become· opaque, for photon·

with an energy £'>I3.6 eV are capable of ionizing hydrogen atoms, the principal

constituent of the interstellar gas. As the photon energy increases, the

medium gradually becomes transparent, and, for example, at 250 eV we can

observe X-rays originating at distances to about 100 parsec. Below 1 keV the

diffuse flux rises above the power law spectrum seen at higher energie·, indi-

cating an emission mechanism which is different from that at higher energies.

Part of the observed soft X-ray flux can be explained by thermal brehms-

strahlung of regions of hot interstellar gas with temperatures near ΙΟ
6
 Κ

(Bunner 1974). The UV-telescope of the Copernicus satellite detected the

presence of absorption lines caused by OVI ions in the UV spectra of 32 «tare

(York 1974, Jenkins and Melpy 1974). This suggests the presence of a low

density, high temperature phase of the interstellar gas. These hot regions

could be in the form of expanding shells or tunnels (Cox and Smith 1974),

formed by the reheating of ancient supernova remnants. Thus in soft X-ray· we

are studying,besides the sources,the interstellar medium both in emission and

in absorption. Interpretation of these observations is complicated by the very

non-uniform distribution of interstellar matter and by the strong dependence

of the absorption on energy. For example, the appearance of the soft X-ray sky

at low galactic latitudes is determined largely by the details of the nearby

interstellar matter.

The distribution of the interstellar gas can be derived from observations

of 21 cm emission of neutral atomic hydrogen (HI). Enhanced X-ray intensities

appear to be positively correlated with some apparent ainiaa of the hydrogen

column density n„, but a unique relation between the X-ray intensity and n„

does not exist (Williamson et al. 1974). Several groups have detected soft

X-ray enhancements which are not related to direction· of low rc„ (Bunner 1974,

De Korte 1975). Some of these features coincide with giant loops or spurs of

non-thermal radio emitftion. Different explanations have been put forward to

account for these radio loops. The X-ray emission favour* their interpretation

I
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as nearby shell sources originating from supernova explosions (De Korte 1975).

Also many discrete X-ray sources with dimensions of a few degrees or less

are atributed to supernova remnants (Giacconi and Cursky 1974). Thus supernova

remnants (SNR) form an important group of soft X-ray sources. Only a few of

them are seen in visible light, but many more in the galaxy («iCG} are seen by

their radio emission. Their appearance in X-rays is very similar to that :\

radio and (if any) optical radiation: the emission cones fro· a region of

space which varies in angular size from a few arcminutes to several tens of

degrees. After a supernova explosion, a vact cloud of matter expands rapidly

into spacf:, carrying with it the magnetic field originally confined in the

star. Wit time, the leading edge of this cloud sharpens and becomes a shock

wave. The magnetic field intensifies along this edge, and the shock wave

sweeps up a large amount of interstellar matter, heating it to a temperature

of millions of degrees. In this region X-rays, visible light and radio waves

are generated by the interaction of the expanding supernova shell with the

interstellar medium.

The following picture of the soft X-ray background thus emerges: it is

composed of a network of extended regions of enhanced emission, highly convo-

luted with regions of enhanced absorption, which results in a very irregular

pattern of intensity. Un: wel ing this pattern is the first aim of the soft

X-ray experiments like described in this thesis, and a necessary step for any

further interpretation.

The instrumentation for soft X-ray astronomy poses several technically

difficult problems. First among these is the requirement for very thin

entrance windows of the detectors in order to obtain enough sensitivity at the

lowest energies (s<280 eV). Further detection systems with a high angular

resolution are required for studying the structure of the regions of enhanced

emission. This is the domain of X-ray astronomy in which the technique of

focussing by X-ray reflection optics proves to be very effective. Focussing

results in the capability of studying angular structure in fine detail (less

than 1°) and in achieving high levels of signal to background.

A series of soft X-ray experiments is carried out by the Cosmic Ray

Working Group at Leiden in collaboration with the Space Physics Laboratory

(Nagoya, Japan). Results on the first two rocket experiments (Leinax I and II)

with freely spinning payloads, have been presented in a number of publica-

tions, e.g. Bleeker et al. 1972, Deerenberg 1973. Papers of Hayakawa et al.

1975 and De Korte 1975, specifically refer to the soft X-ray background.
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Thii thetia deacribei the third rocket experiment, called Leinax III. The

collaboration for thit experiment consisted of the two partner· mentioned

above and the Space Retearch Laboratory (Utrecht, The Netherland·). It differ·

from the previous experiment· by the following feature·:

- Addition of a flux collecting mirror system which yields an angular resolu-

tion of IS arcminute· in one direction, and extend· the energy rangt to the

XUV region (50 *V).

- Enlarged capability of broad band spectroscopy by the pretence of boron

filter·.

- An attitude control lystem, permitting exposure to a. number of sky regions

for a longer duration than by freely spinning payloads.

Reference*
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION

1. General concept

The rocket experiment Leïnax III, launched on November iO, 1974,
consisted of two independent soft X-ray detection systens, viz. an X-ray
reflector with 2 nulticell proportional counter· in the focal plane, and a
large area detection system of 8 collimated proportional counters. An outline
of the payload is given in figure I.!. The large area counter· ar* aounted on
4 panels, which are deployed in flight, after the nose cone ha· been ejected.

The large area counters with collimators are able to investigate the
brightness distribution and spectrum of the diffuse X-ray background, and the
location and spectra of discrete sources with a moderate angular resolution,
viz. 3*x It' full width at half maximum (FWHM).

In order to determine features in the X-ray background on a smaller
angular scale, and to.extend th· energy range to the XUV-region, the mirror
experiment was included. This system has an angular resolution of 0*25 FWHM in
one direction within a field of view of 2* FWHM.

The large area counters are sensitive in the X-ray energy range from 0.1
to 3 keV, the mirror experiment from 50 eV - 1 keV. The lower limit of these
energy intervals ia determined by the entrance windows of the counters, made
of polypropylene fil». In order to enlarge the spectral information which can
be obtained, the large area counters are equipped with different window
thicknesses, and two of them in addition with boron filters. For the same
reason one of the multicell counters can be covered by a boron filter, and,
for the purpose of assessing the contribution due to UV-radiation, by a
UV-filter which transmits far UV photons but absorbs X-rays.

An onboard gas flushing system for all detectors makes it possible to
compensate for gas leakage due to window permeability. S5Fe calibration sour-
ces monitor the detector gain throughout the flight.

All detectors have their central viewing axes in the same direction. An
attitude control system (ACS) allowed for executing a number of preprogrammed

9
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Figure. II.1 Location of experiment and rocket subsystems.
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scans along the celestial sphere. In this way observation of weak soft X-ray

and XUV-sources and of structures of extended sources is possible, since the

ACS provides enhanced exposure to preselected sky elements with respect to

freely spinning payloads. Attitude information is provided by the ACS and a

star camera.

Figure II.1 gives an overall view of the two-stage sounding rocket

(Terrier-Sandhawk) which was used for launching the Leinax TIT payload. The

locations of the instruments are indicated.

2. Mirror experiment

2.1 Mirror system

2.1.1 Concept

The mirror experiment consists of a set of 18 Mirrors acting as an X-ray

concentrator, with eulticell proportional counter· in its focal plane. It

is particularly suitable for the investigation of the location, spectra and

angular structure of soft X-ray sources (50-1000 eV) with an angular resolu-

tion of about 15 arcminutes in one direction. Figure II.2 gives a schematic

view of mirror system and detectors.

• * · *

telescope axis plan· of symmetry

Figure II.2 Schematic view of mirror system'and multicell detectors. Only 3

of the 9 mirror pairs have been drawn.

X-rays from a distant source undergo in this one-diaensional focussing

system a single reflection at grazing incidence, and are brought to a line-

shaped focus at the windows of two eulticell proportional counters.

Figure II.3 shows the reflection of two on-axis and two off-axis rays on

one mirror. Radiation parallel to the optical axis (on-axis) is focussed to an
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Figure II.4 Computer plot of the mirror system cross-section.
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ideal line image in the focal plane at a distance L from the front end of the

mirror. Radiation incident at an angle α with the optical axis in the x-y

plane (off-axis) is focussed at position y*. in the focal plane. The focal

plane scale is given by the relation

y
f
 - -£a (a in radians) (II.I)

focal
plon·

Figure II.3 Basic reflection geometry and focussing properties of a

paraboljlcally curved mirror plate.

The distance £, often called the focal length of the mirror system, is

not the mathematical focal length ƒ of the parabolic cylinder. For a mirror

with its front end on a distance y from the axis, the real focal length ifa

determined by:

ƒ - -è (II.2)

Reflection from a parabola yields no perfect image for off-axis

radiation. Considering rays reflected at the front and aft end of a mirror,

the relative blur hy~ly„ in the focal plane is given by

f (II.3)

in which β is the length of the mirror plate.

A system of nested mirrors has a great advantage with respect to systems

with mechanically collimated proportional counters of comparable effective

area and angular resolution since it has a much better ratio between the

13
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detected X-ray flux of a certain source, and the instrumental background.

Since the mirror detectors are normally quite small they can be equipped with

thinner windows which is an additional advantage.

The theoretical behaviour of a mirror system can be determined analyti-

cally by means of the equations for parabolae and the reflection rules. The re-

flectivity for X-rays is, however, dependent on the grazing angle, which

varies over the mirror surface for a given off-axis angle a. The efficiency,

at given energy, of several mirror configurations is therefore derived by

means of a ray-tracing computer program. In this way the focussing properties

can be studied as a function of X-ray energy, angle of incidence, lumber of

mirror pairs, dimensions and position of each mirror pair, dimensions and

positions of diaphragms (baffles), focal length, and coating Material of the

Geometrical configuration

A cross-section of the mirror system in the x-y plane is given in

figure II.4. The available entrance opening is defined by the diameter of the

rocket payload cylinder, into which the mirror system had to fit (33 cm), the

focal length by the available length in the payload, and the angular resolution

has to match the wire spacing of tj.ie multicell counters in the focal plane.

For computing the length of the mirrors the starting point was an

equally spaced distribution at the entrance opening (x"0). A spacing of 10 mm

between the mirror plates is an optimum for this configuration, considering

the thickness of the mirror plates (1.5 mm) and the maximum permissible length

of the plates. The length (in «-direction) is such that there is no vignetting

by the mirrors for radiation parallel to the telescope axis. (Except for the

3 innermost and 1 outermost mirrors, where other restrictions define the

length).

Ray-tracing has been done for different coating materials of the glass

plates, i.e. nickel, aluminium, gold and chromium. Reflection coefficients

were taken from Lukirskii (1964) and Ershov (1967). The geometric collecting

area is defined by taking 100 % reflection. In figure II.5 the calculated

effective area is given as a function of X-ray energy (or wavelength) for

these coatings. In the energy range of 50-1000 eV, nickel gives the best

efficiency and a smooth efficiency curve.

In order to minimize the contribution of direct (not reflected) rays,

which reach the focal plane, diaphragms (baffles) are mounted on the back

14
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Figure II.5 Collecting area of the mirror system as a function of photon

energy for different reflection coatings obtained from ray-

tracing.

of the mirrors at positions where they do net obstruct reflected rays. This

reduces the contribution of direct rays by about a factor 2.

For construction convenience the design was later on changed to a system

with many flat mirror segments, approximating the parabolic curvature. The

number of segments per mirror is defined by the requirement that the segmenta-

tion yields an image quality which is specified as follows:

line width in focal plane, FHHM < 1.8 B for a-O'.O

11
 " " " " " < 4.0 mm for a-l".O

the latter being the wire spacing of the multicell counters.

Dimensions

The distance from entrance opening to focal plane i» 1010.0 mm. The

dimensions of the individual mirror pairs are given in table II.1.

15
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Table II.1 Dimensions of mirror pairs.

mirror

pair

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Β

(tnm)

312.4

312.4

312.4

270.6

234.7

207.1

185.3

167.6

234.7

(mm)

18.7

28.7

38.7

48.7

58.7

68.7

78.7

88.7

98.7

width
(s-dir)
(mm)

200.0

200.0

200.0

200.0

200.0

200.0

200.0

156.0

156.0

mirror

thickn.

(mm)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

number
of

segments
per

mirror

6

6

6

6

6

6

IJ

6

8

mean

grazing
angle

(β-o")

0
β
.6

0*9

1-2

1".5

1°.8

2*0

t. 3

2'.6

3".O

Tolerances on the positioning of each mirror segment were calculated

assuming a maximum allowable deviation of ±0.6 mm in the focal plane due to

segment mis-alignment. These tolerance· are of the order of 8 iim in the

{/-direction and 100 urn in the ̂ -direction.

Calculated characteristics

a. focal plane scale

When α is the off-axis angle, y the distance of the line image from the

centre of the focal plane, then

y (ran) « α (degrees) χ 15.4 (ae/degr) (II.4)

b. angular resolution

The theoretical width of the line image, assuming perfectly flat and

correctly adjusted mirror segments, remains <0°2 FHHH within a field

of view of ±l°.0, while the F W ™ M remains <0°.35 within this field of view.

c. efficiency for point source radiation

A graph of effective area versus angle of incidence is given in

figure II.6. Table II.2 summarizes some result·. Only the properties

of the mirror system have been taken into account. Results for the whole
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system of mirrors plus multicell counters are discussed in section 2.3.
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Figure II.6 Collecting area of the mirror system for a parallel beam of X-

rays as a function of the off-axis angle a. The data points

are discussed in section 2.1.2-b.
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Table II.2 Collecting area for point source radiation.

ïft

area of total entrance opening

geometric collecting area

effective area (280 eV, reflected rays only)

o-O"

378 cm2

222 cm2

168 cm2

α - l '

378 cm
2

12
r
> cm

2

100 cm
2

d. efficiency for isotropic radiation

The geometry factor ƒ for the central detection element of the nulticell

counters is 0.23 cm
z
*sr for 280 eV X-rays, not taking into account

detector parameters like transmissions of window support frame, mesh and

window, and the absorption of the counter gas. Results including these

parameters are given in section 2.3 of this chapter.

Fabrication of the mirror system

The system was built by TPD-TNO in Delft. Design studies showed that

selected sheet glass of local manufacturers had quite acceptable intrinsic

surface properties, which were even better than those of float glass. The

nickel coating of 0.1 um was applied by Stabilix. Several vibration tests,

simulating the conditions at launch, led to the following design:

The sheet glass was reinforced with titanium strip*, glued on the

back of the plates. The strips also retain the glass in the event of breakage.

glue

precision ball

silicon rubber
sandwich of glued
titanium strips (0.5 mm)

sheet glass (tOmm)

— nickel coated reflection side

titanium mirror
housing

Figure II.7 Fixation of mirror segment to mirror housing.
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The mirrors were placed in a titanium housing. Positioning was obtained by

truncated precision balls, which were glued to the housing, and to which the

mirror plates were pressed and glued, as indicated in figure II.7.

2.1.2 Laboratory measurements

Laboratory tests on the complete mirror system were done to assess its

characteristics relative to the theoretical response.

During and after assembly of the mirrors, focal properties have been

investigated by TPD-TNO. using a parallel beam of visible light. The results

are an indication for the exactness of mirror and diaphragm positioning.

Table II.3 gives the quality of the line image for the integrated assembly as

was predicted theoretically, and measured with visible light. Also listed are

the results for X-rays, to which will be referred later on.

Table II.3 Focussing properties of the mirror system.

Line width in nm (FHHM)

0° 1°

Theoretical : ray-tracing, 100 % reflection

Experimental: visible light

Theoretical : ray-tracing, 280 eV

Experimental: 280 eV X-rays

I.I
1.6 ±

1.1

1.8 ±

0.2

0.2

2.9
2.6 ± 0

3.0

2.9 ± 0

Λ

.3

• The difference between the theoretical line width and the width measured with

visible light for «»0° can be explained by mis-alignment of the mirror seg-

ments. For a=Γ the influence of mis-alignment is of minor importance. The

line width is then mainly determined by the focussing properties of parabolae

for off-axis rays.

Since the reflection coefficients for X-rays are strongly dependent on

grazing angle and photon energy, the behaviour of the mirror system should be

studied with X-rays as well. These measurements were carried out at the Space

Research Laboratory in Utrecht. Difficulty of obtaining a broad parallel beam

of X-rays made it necessary to use a pencil beam and a movable set-up for the

mirror system. This pencil beam was collimated to 3' χ 0\6 FHHM over a spot of

about 4 cm
2
. A schematic view of the set-up is given in figure II.8.
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X-ray lourc· X-roy beam diaphragm mirror i/stem corriagt diaphragm

ιί«ν* plot» collimator

turning point
of beomoxH

roili for
y-trontlotion

Figure II.8 Laboratory set-up for measuring the properties of the

mirror system in X-rays (schematic presentation).

The mirror system was mounted on a carriage in a vacuum chanber.

Translation of the carriage with a constant speed in the {/-direction caused

the beam to scan over half the mirror system (9 mirrors). Several strips were

chosen at different 2-values by changing the height of the X-ray source and

maintaining it parallel to the α-axit of the mirror system. Rotating the

mirror system 180° about the «-axis after a series of Measurements provided

access to the other half of the system.

A multice11 counter or a single wire proportional counter, adjustable in

y and ζ directions, with different slits in front of the entrance opening,

could be placed in the focal plane. In this way properties of the mirror

system with different X-ray energies and angles of incidence could be deter-

mined. Furthermore reflection coefficients of some mirror plates were measured

at different X-ray energies in another set-up.

The laboratory measurements led to the following results:

a. angular resolution (image quality)

Figure II.9 gives the results of the measurements with 930 eV X-rays,

together with the theoretical values, obtained by the ray-tracing computer

program. The profile of the line shaped image has been determined by a

20



proportional counter with a slit of 0.5 nira in the focal plane. Using equation

II.4 the vertical scale is given both in millimeters (left) and in degrees

(right).

7
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•03 •0.6 +0.9
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03 3·

Q2

0.1
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Figure II.9 Image quality of one half of the mirror system for a parallel

beam of X-rays as a function of the off-axis angle o. Width of

the line-image is given in millimeters (left scale) and in

degrees (right scale).

At negative angles the measurement «ay have been influenced by direct

rays, flanking the line image. The arrow-heads give the estimated line width

after correction for direct rays. The figure does not give the image quality

of the whole illuminated system (9 mirror pairs) but refers to the image

obtained from one half of the system (9 mirrors), with angles of incidence α

(relative to the α-axis) -l"'.0<a<+]°0 . The ray-tracing data also refer to half

the system.

Scans with 280 eV X-rays over different parts of the mirror system

indicate deviations in the line-width of the image fro· place to place which

remained below 10 X. This yields an angular resolution of the whole mirror

system of <0".25 FWHM for |a| < Γ.0 . The data obtained from X-rays and from

visible light are shown in table II.3. The difference turns out to be small,

and the imaging quality of the mirror system for X-rays satisfies the

requirements.
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b. Efficiency

The reflection efficiency of the mirror system was determined with the

same measurement technique at energies of 280, 525 and 930 eV, using

characteristic X-rays from carbon, oxygen and copper. The slit in front of the

detector in the focal plane was now 10 mm, which covers the whole width of the

line image.

Figure 11.10 gives the effective area as function of angle of incidence.

-09 -OJ6 -03 +0.3 +0.6 +05

Figure 11.10 Effective area of one half of the mirror system for a parallel

beam of X-rays as function of the off-axis angle o. The lines

follow from ray-tracing calculations.

Since both halfs of the mirror system appeared to have the same proper-

ties, the effective area for negative and positive a's may be added to obtain

the effective area of the whole mirror system. The values obtained in this way

for 280 eV X-rays are plotted in figure II.6.
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Differences between theoretical and experimental results can be

explained by the difference in reflection coefficients of the nickel coated

mirror plates with reipect to the values given by Ershov (1967), which have

been used in the ray-tracing program. Figure 11.11 gives these values for two

different X-ray energies.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
grazing ongl· (dagr··*)

Figure 11.11 Reflection efficiency R of nickel as a function of grazing

angle for two different X-ray energies. Data points for some

glass samples and curves according to Ershov (1967).

Variations in reflection efficiency are often reported (Catura et al

1973, Gorenstein et al 1973, Underwood et al 1973) and can be attributed to

the difficulty in obtaining a fine enough polished surface of the «irror

plates, and in keeping it free from contamination. A real surface is rough on

a microscopic scale, and scatters X-rays as well as reflecting the».
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2.2 Multicell detectors

2.2.1 Basic requirements

The angular resolution for the mirror system of 0
s
.25 in one direction

(y-div.) requires a spatial resolution of 4 inn for the detection system in the

focal plane, according to eq. 11,4. The total field of view of the mirror

system in the ^-direction is about 4° FWygM (see figure II.6), which defines

a dimension of «60 mm for the sensitive area in that direction. The dimension

in the ^-direction should be at least the width of the mirror system, viz.

200 mm.

The detection efficiency of the detectors should be optimum in the energy

range under investigation (50-1000 eV), while inuniformities of output pulse

height over the sensitive area should have only a negligible influence on the

energy resolution.

For reasons of reliability the detection system was designed to be

divided into two identical parts, each comprising half the required sensitive

area in the focal plane. Background arising from energetic charged particles

can be reduced by incorporating anti-coincidence counters.

Multiwire proportional counters permit position determination of incoming

photons in one direction (i.anode wires) with a spatial resolution which in

principle equals the anode wire spacing. The basic requirements can be

fulfilled by two counters, each of them consisting of 15 anode wires with a

spacing of 4 mm, and situated as has been indicated in figure II.2.

2.2.2 Evaluation of the detection system

In a multiwire proportional counter (MWPC) a number of anode wires is

mounted parallel to each other, and put on high voltage with respect to the

cathode planes. Each anode wire has its own amplifier system. The properties

of multiwire counters are treated in detail in the literature (Charpak 1970,

Rice-Evans 1974).

A disadvantage of this counter is the high demand which is made upon the

accuracy of wire positioning and uniformity of wire diameter, to reach a

reasonable uniformity of pulse height output over the sensitive area. For this

reason properties of a so called multicell proportional counter (MCC) have also

been investigated. In this type of counter the anode wires are separated by

grounded cathode wires, dividing the counter into independent cells. Laborato-

ry models of both types of counters were built and tested with propane and

F10 as counting gases. Both gases have an absorption efficiency >95 X in the
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energy interval of interest here, if the counter depth is taken 10 ram.

The electric field in a MCC is essentially different from that in a MWPC.

Applying the same high voltage to the anode wires, the gas gain in the MCC is

about three orders of magnitude larger than in the MWPC with similar anode

wire spacing. As a consequence the operating voltage of the MWPC should be

much higher to obtain an acceptable gas gain (MO
1
*). This may lead to insta-

bilities ( increased noise and high-voltage breakdown or surface effects

over the counter dielectrics).

A further disadvantage of the MWPC with respect to a MCC is that induced

positive pulses occur on neighbouring anode wires due to ion movement away

from a counting wire. MWPC's however, can be constructed with a smaller anode

wire spacing (down to 1 mm; Price 1973) which makes them nore suitable for

systems where a higher spatial resolution is required. Considering the

requirements in this experiment, the multicell type of counter was further

developed and incorporated in Leinax III.

Thin 0.5 um polypropylene film, coated with carbon to obtain an

electrical conducting layer, was chosen as counter window, since it combines

a good reliability with a high transmission of X-rays in the energy interval

discussed here. Finally, F10 was chosen for in-flight operation rather than

propane, due to problems with the pressure regulators if liquid propane

penetrates into them. Moreover, the re-juired high tension for P10 (*U00 V) is

lower than for propane (*2500 V).

2.2.3 Theoretical behaviour

a. Electric field and gas amplification

The electric field in a cell of the MCC is determined by an upper cathode

plane, formed by the counter window, the cathode wires parallel at each side

of the anode wire, and a lower cathode plane. Cathode planes and cathode wires

are on ground potential, while the anode wire is connected to positive high

tension.

Huiberts(1975) has derived formulae for the electric equipotentials and

field lines in a multicell counter as function of chamber parameters. A

typical field line configuration for the type of MCC which has been used in

teinax III is given in figure 11.12.

Close to an anode wire the electric equipotential lines approximate

cylindrical symmetry. This implies that the gas amplification theories for

single-wire.proportional counters can be applied to a MCC, since the amplifi-
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3Λ= i5MU2C= 5GMU L= 5MM S= 4MM (see figure 11.15)

0.0

to•1VA

0.0S

0.10

0.15

0.25

ft* / \ 7

Figure 11.12 Equipotential and field lines in part of the multicell counter.

Potential difference between anode and cathode is 1.0.

cation process takes place close to the anode wires.

The amount of energy deposited in a gas filled counter'forms initially

the mean number of ion pairs N=z/w, where ω is the mean energy to create one

ion pair. If the counter is operated in the proportional region, the mean

output pulse is G*tl, where G is the absolute gas gain, given by:

(II.5)lnG - ƒ α dr
ν

Here α is the first Townsend coefficient, which in general depends on the type

of gas, its pressure and the electric field strength. The integration over ν

extends from the position of the avalanche onset (r«r ) to the surface of the

anode wire

Various theories relating G to counter and gas parameters have been

suggested. According to Diethorn (1956)

o(r) - C χ E{r) (II.6)
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in which C is a constant and E the electric field strength, which is given by

the relation:

EM . ƒ (II.7)
rlnG^/u)

where V is the voltage between anode and cathode, a the anode wire radius, and

b the distance between anode wire and cathode plane (· anode-cathode gap).

We now get the following relation for the gas amplification:

mi v
o

a -~ (II.8)

and, using eq. II.7 for i·"!· s

lnC - CV
1 η

(II.9)

where Ε is the electric field strength at ν . This position of the avalanche

onset is dependent on the gas pressure p. It can be shown that S Έ /p is a

constant. Then:

lnG
CV

In
paS

o
ln(.b/a)

(11.10)

Given a certain counter configuration, the dependence of G on V and ρ is

given by

dlnC -i-gp-W +(-g?-)dp (II.Π)

We find:

and

•>s · -v '• m

/31ng\

V 3p /j,

which can be expressed as

du C
2 f

(11.13)

(11.14)

The minus sign indicates that a decreasing pressure (as may be caused by gas

leakage) causes an increased gain.

Charles (1972) has shown that the values of the gas gain of F10 predicted

by the theory of Diethorn (a»Cx£) were accurate within 10 % for single wire

proportional countert, taking C«22.8xl0"
3
 V"

1
 and S »3.74xlO

3
 V/(m.torr) •
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A better agreement between theory and experiments was obtained with a more

complex relation for the first Townsend coefficient, viz.

a • pi7exp(-#/v£7p) (H and J are const.) (11.15)

(Charles 1972). Huiberts (1975) has applied this theoretical model to the

electric field in the multïcell proportional counter. He found for the

constant ο
γ
 in relation 11.12, taking the chamber parameters defined in

section 2.2.4: a,
'1 at atmospheric pressure

1.0 χ ΙΟ"
2
 V"

1
 for ΡΙΟ

7.8 χ ΙΟ"
3
 V"

1
 for propane

which values are accurate within t57. for wire diameters between 15 and 25 um

and hold for the whole proportional region.

In designing a MCC, it is useful to know the dependence of gas gain G on

anode wire radius a. It can be shown that the following simple relation

approximates this dependence:

dC
0 '3 a (11.16)

It was found that ö «2.4 for P10 and σ «4.4 for propane, if the counter, with

chamber parameters defined in section 2.2.4, is operated in the proportional

region and at atmospheric pressure. Relation 11.16 also determines the

variation in wire radius which can be accepted, starting from a certain per-

missible inuniformity of gas gain along an anode wire.

Deviations in wire centering also cause variations in gas amplification.

It has been shown that an accurate positioning of the cathode wires is far

more important than the positioning of anode wires. For example a displacement

of a cathode wire in the anode plane over 150 urn, causes a gain shift of 8Z on

its neighbouring anode wires, while a displacement of an anode wire over the

same distance causes only a gain shift of 1%.

Inuniformity of output pulse height also appears if ionization takes

place in the .boundary region between two cells. This can be due to: I. the

length of the ionization track, which can cross a cell boundary. Since the

track length is about 0.1 ran for 1 keV photons and the cell width 4.0 mm, this

effect has a negligible influence on the uniformity. 2. diffusion of primary

electrons to a neighbouring cell. This effect will be discussed in section

2.2.5.
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b. Detection efficiency

The detection efficiency η(£) of a proportional counter for X-ray photons

with energy Ε is equal to:

n(S) - A
g
(E) χ f t (11.17)

in which η is the number of beam interceptors (filter(s)), window and window

coating), T. the transmission of each of these absorbing layers, and A the

gas absorption. Transmissions of window support mesh or collimators are not

taken into account here. T. and A are determined by the following relations:

ΤΛΕ)
a

-\i.(E)x J cowx

A
g
(E) - . - e

-V (E)xJcoMa
•3 Ö

(11.18)

(11.19)

in which u . and μ are the mass attenuation coefficients, and x. and χ the

thicknesses of the absorption layers and the counter gas respectively, and α

the angle of incidence.

The detection efficiency η is plotted in figure 11.13 a· a function of Ε for

P10 as counting gas (10 mm at atmospheric pressure) and a window thickness of

50 yg/cm
2
 (a-0°).

loo

90

I M i l .

. mullicoll counter

Π 1—I I I I I I τ—r

0.05 οι 0.4 Oβ 1.0

photon tntrgy (k«V)

4.0 6.0

Figure 11.13 Detection efficiency of the MCC. Gas: 1.7 mg/cm
2
 P10, window:

50 yg/cm
2
 polypropylene. The absorption by the window support

frame + mesh is not included.
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c. Energy resolution

The response of a proportional counter to mono-energetic X-rays of energy

E can be approximated by a Gaussian pulse height distribution. Defining the

energy resolution R as the ratio of the FUHH of the distribution and E, we

get:

2.355 σ(Ε)
Ε

(11.20)

in which σ is the standard deviation of the pulse height distribution.

2.2.4 Configuration of the multicell detectors

Figure 11.14 shows a MCC as has been flown in Leinax III. Bottom and long

side walls of the counter body are made of aluninium, coated with gold to

reduce the UV sensitivity of the counter. Between these side walls a grid of

wires is mounted, forming the cathode plane which separates the X-ray detector

(upper part) from the guardcell volume (lower part). In the glass epoxy front-

and backplate 150 MIS holes are drilled with a spacing of 2 no for the feed-

through of the anodf» and cathode wires of the anode plane. All wires are made

of gold plated tungsten. A high voltage dividing network and 16 preamplifiers

are mounted on the counter body to minimize pick-up and capacity introduced

by coupling wires. The window which covers the counter is fixed by a stainless

steel mesh, glued to the window support frame. On this frame an in-flight

calibration source is tnounted, radiating 6 keV X-rays of
 5 5
Fe via a collimator

on the middle one of the anode wires. The gas system to which both HCC's in

the Leinax III payload are connected is treated in section 3.7 of this

chapter.

The configuration of the X-ray detection part is shown in figure 11.15

while all dimensions related to the functioning of the counter are summarized

in table II.4.

II J ,
Ί ί - 2α

' UJ

window

onode plone

• -€— cotbod· plane

• calhod* wire»

• onod· wir«i

Figure 11.15 Geometry of the MCC X-ray detection volume.
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Table II.ι* Characteristic parameters of the MCC.

GENERAL

opening area

depth of counter

of which

and

64 mm χ 104 mm

40 mm

10 mm (- 1.7 mg/cm
2
 P10) forms the X-ray detector

30 mm concerns the guardcell

X-RAY DETECTION PART (15 cells)

I " 5 mm (anode-cathode gap)

anode plane;

cathode wires parallel to anode wires

β •

β'-

a *

4 mm (anode wire spacing)

2 mm (anode to cathode wire)

7.3 pm (anode wire radius)

For the 1st and 15th anode wire a « 10 pm

ο • 25 um (cathode wire radius)

cathode plane;

cathode wires perpendicular to anode wires

s"» 2 mm (cathode wire spacing)

a" 25 urn (cathode wire radius)

GUARDCELL (single wire counter)

15 ran (anode-cathode gap)

7.5 um (anode wire radius)

2.2.5 Performance

The measured pulse height of one of the preamplifiers as function of high

voltage is given in figure 11.16 for 6 keV X-rays. The right-hand scale gives

the theoretically derived absolute gas gain calculated according to Charles

(1972). The slope of the line is 1.04xl0"
2
 for P10 and 7.8xJO"

3
 for propane,

which agrees within 5% with the theoretical values of α
χ
 in equation 11.12.

The pulse height was found to be uniform within 10Z along an anode wire.

This confirms the expected accuracy in wire positioning, taking into account

its influence on the gas gain, as has been mentioned in section 2.2.3-a.
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Figure 11.16 Output pulse height of a MCC preamplifier (left scale) and

associated gas amplification (right scale) as a function of

anode voltage ι

The amplification of the end wire on each side of the anode plane is 2.5

times the amplification of the other wires if the same wire diameter is taken

(15 μπι). This can be explained by a different field configuration of the end

wires (no neighbouring cell at one side but a flat plate on ground potential).

By taking these wires 20 um in diameter, their amplification has been reduced

to 1.6 times that of the other cells.

The change in pulse height which occurs when photons enter the counter in

a boundary region between two cells has been investigated by Huiberts (1975).

The effect turned out to be nearly independent of photon energy, which is

illustrated in figure 11.17. With UV radiation a single-electron spectrum was

generated by means of the photo-electric effect, simulating soft X-ray

generated electrons with a negligible track length. We concluded that the

reduction in pulse height is caused by loss of electrons by diffusion over the

cell boundary and not by ionization tracks which cross the cell boundary,

since the observed change in pulse height is not essentially different from
/
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the one which is observed with 6 keV X-rays

1.0
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I I I
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dillooc· from anodt win

Figure 11.17 Measured pulse height on an anode wire of the HCC, if the

counter is irradiated by a. collimated beam in the boundary

region between two cells.

The standard deviation σ of a pulse height distribution arising from

mono-energetic X-rays with energy Ε can be approximated by

σ(Ε) - Cf/Ë (II.21)

It was found that in the MCC a -0.160+0.005· (keV)* for P10 and
ι <*

0.153±0.005 (keV) for propane. This results in an energy resolution of about

40% FWHM at I keV and 120% at 0.1 keV.

Above a gas gain of about 2x10** a degradation of the energy resolution in

propane for 6 keV X-rays is observed. This effect is caused by high gain

saturation due to space charge effects originating from a high secondary ion

density. For P10 this effect is starting at a somewhat higher gas amplifica-

tion. During flight the MCC's were operated at «1350 V, »t which the

proportionality up to 6 keV is still perfect within a few percent.
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Cross-talk between independent cell outputs in the high tension and

preamplifier sections was reduced to \Z by separate shielding of each unit

with copper plate on ground potential.

Minimum ionization of high energetic charged particle· causes an energy

deposit of *9 keV in the guardcell (perpendicular incidence). This leads to an

output pulse of "IS mV on its preamplifier which can be used as an anti-

coincidence signal. Background arising from these particles can thus be elimi-

nated if they traverse both an X-ray detection cell and the guardcell.

2.3 Overall performance mirror experiment

a. Field of view

The field of view can be specified as follows:

β-direc tion (-Lscanpath) : 13° FWHM, determined by the geometry of the

mirror system relative to the multicell

counters,

{/-direction ( II scanpath) : 4°. 1 full width, determined by the total width of

the 15 cells in the MCC.

2°.O FWHM at 280 eV, determined by the effective

area of the mirror system, which depends

on X-ray energy.

0*26 resolution (-16') determined by the width of

one detection cell. This encompasses the

FWHM of the angular resolution of the

mirror system for |a|<l*.O

The distance between the mirror housing and wlticell counters is about

65 cm. Rubber sheets prevent X-rays incident under large angles with the

optical axis from directly entering the detectors.

b. Efficiency for point source radiation

For on-axis radiation (a-0°) the solid line in figure II.18 gives the

theoretical effective area of the mirror experiment in the normal mode

(without filters) as a function of energy. The following effects have been

taken into account:
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mirrors: reflection coefficients according to Ershov (1967)

transmission of window support frame + aesh (0.S8)

MCC's: transmission of window (50 gg/cm
2
 polypropylene + C-coating)

absorption of 1.0 cra-atm P10

Experimentally obtained values of the effective area can be derived from

the data points in figurs 11.10 for 280 eV and 930 eV at o»0* . These values

are about 10Z lower than the theoretical ones, which can be explained by the

reflection efficiency of tbe mirror plates, as has been discussed in section

2.1.2-b.

10

\ I I I I

0.05 0.2 04
photon energy (IMV)

Oβ Oβ tO

Figure 11.18 Net effective area of the mirror experiment for on-axis X-rays.

All efficiencies are included.
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c. Efficiency for isotropic radiation

The geometry factor ƒ of the central detection element of the two

combined MCC's is 0.122 cm
2
sr for 280 eV X-rays, taking into account the

reflection, transmission and absorption processes mentioned under b. The

geometry factors of all detection cells, taking into account the reflection

characteristics of the mirror system, are given in figure IX.19. This figure

gives the counting rate distribution of the wires if the instrument were to be

placed in isotropic radiation of 280 eV. The contributions of reflected and

direct rays are shown separately.
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Figure 11.19 Geometry factor of the different detection cells of the MCC's

for isotropic radiation. All efficiencies of mirror system and

detectors are included.

d. Boron filter mode

One of the multicell counters could be covered by a boron filter on radio

command. The solid line in figure 11.20 shows the detection efficiency of the
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counter in the B-filter node as originally was intended. Absorptive layers are

in this case: a boron layer of 130 ug/cm
2
, sprayed on a carbon coated polypro-

pylene film of 50 ug/cra
2
, and a window of SO pg/cm

2
 carbon-coated polypropy-

lene.

K>0

90

80

1 TO

ë 50

40

30

20

10

_ multicell counter

B-K

0.05 0.2 0.4 06 U>

photon energy (IceV)
4.0 60

Figure 11.20 Detection efficiency of the MCC in the boron-filter mode.

Absorption by frames and meshes of window and boron filter

support are not taken into account.

Actual measurements of the boron filter transmission showed that the

detection characteristic in the boron node (dashed line) was far fro·

optimum. The ratio between the transmission for B-Κα and C-Κα radiation was

only 3, while a factor 45 was intended. The transmission measurements of the

boron filter fit a model in which the filter consists of 60 pg/cm
2
 boron,

18 yg/cm
2
 oxygen and 140 yg/cm

2
 polypropylene. This restricts the spectral

capability of the experiment, since the determination of the X-ray flux below

180 eV becomes much less unambiguous than was intended.

The overall detection efficiency of the MCC is obtained by multiplying

the efficiencies from figure 11.20 by the transmission of the window support
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frame + mesh (T «0.58) and the transmission of an additional filter support
Β

mesh (Γ.,-0.70).
t>

More details about the transmission measurement» of boron filters are

given in section 3.4 of this chapter.

e. UV-filter mode

Far UV-photons («160-250 nm) can simulate detection of soft X-rays. The

lower limit of this range of wavelengths is determined by the transaission

characteristic of polypropylene for UV-radiation. The upper limit of 250 nn

is determined by the photoelectric work function of the material inside the

counter which amounts to 4.8 eV both for the gold coating of the counter walls

and the carbon coating of the window. The contribution of UV-radiation to the

observed source counts can be determined by scans of the LiF UV-filter,

which has been incorporated and which can cover one of the MCC's on radio-

command. The transmission characteristic of the filter is given in figure

11.21. Although the transmission of the window for Lyaan α radiation (121 IM)

is very low (<10"
5
), this radiation might give an appreciable contribution to

the UV contamination, since it fora· an important part of the airglow (line

emission originating in the geocorona) or extraterrestrial ultraviolet back-

ground (Davidsen et al.1974, Paresce et al.1976). For this reason a reasonable

transmission of the UV-filter down to this wavelength was required.

Figure 11.21 Transmission of the UV-filter as a function of photon energy

(lower scale) and wavelength (upper scale).

* - ; • '
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3. Large area detection system

3.1 General concept

The photograph and drawing (figure I.I) on page 4 show the position of

the 8 large area proportional counters. An exploded view and a cross-section

of a large area counter (LAC) «re given in figure 11.22. Only two counters are

equipped with the boron filter and its frames, which are also drawn in this

figure.

The counter is divided into equal parts by two stainless steel cathode

wires. Each part has an anode wire (tungsten, 50 ym diameter) connected to

high tension 0*2250 V). Counter body, cathode wires and the carbon-coated

inside of the polypropylene window are kept at ground potential to define the

electric field in the counter. The signals of the anode wires are directly

coupled, and via a capacitor connected to a low noise charge sensitive pream-

plifier, which is housed in a separate part of the counterbody. ΡΙΟ gas

(90Z Ar and 10% CH.) on atmospheric pressure, is used as counting gas. Some

dimensions of the large area counters are given in table II.5.

Table II.5 LAC-characteristics.

full opening area 47.1 cm » 6.4 cm » 301.4 cm
2

depth (perpendicul'ar incidence) 2.25 cm

gas thickness (atmospheric pressure) 3.8><10"
3
 g/cm

2
 P10

anode wires (tungsten) 50.0 urn diameter

3.2 Theoretical gas amplification

The theory of Diethorn (1956) discussed in section 2.2.3-a has been

applied to the large area counters of this experiment.

Using equation 11.10 we find for the absolute gas gain G » 6*10
5
 at

V « 2200 V, being a representative value for the Leinax III in-flight perfor-

mance.

The dependence of G on V is described by equation 11.12 which leads to

Cj - 9.8xlO~
3
 V"

1
 at 2200 V and atmospheric pressure. This means a \Z gain

change for I volt high tension change. This value is only slightly dependent

on high voltage in the proportional region.

Equation II.13 which gives the dependence of G on the gas pressure p,

O



leads to α
2
 • 7.5 at 2000 V. This means (eq. 11.14) a 7.5Z gain change for

a \7. change of gas pressure.

3.3 Windows

All counters are equipped with windows of biaxially stretched polypropy-

lene films coated with carbon. Since the ratio between the mass attenuation

coefficients for carbon and polypropylene (μ_ and u resp.) is independent of

energy (u
c
/u «1.17, Henke et al.1967), the transmission values of the windows

can all be converted into polypropylene thicknesses only. These thicknesses

were measured by the following method. Two samples of each window film were

measured at the Space Research Laboratory at Utrecht. The transmission was

determined at each of the X-ray lines shown in table II.6. The polypropylene

thickness (expressed in mass per unit area) corresponding to this transmission

by eq. 11.18 and using the mass attenuation coefficient u from table II.6 was

then determined. The different thicknesses obtained in this way are shown in

figure 11.23 for one of the samples.

Table II.6 Characteristic X-ray emission lines and mass attenuation

coefficients of polypropylene, boron and oxygen.

X-ray
l ine

Β-Κα

C-Κα

Ν-Κα

Ti-La l i S

Ο-Κα

F-Κα

Co-La,,,

Cu-La,(3

Zn-Lau

energy
(eV)

!83

277

392

452

525

677

776

930

1013

1041

wavelength
(nm)

6.76

4.47

3.16

2.74

2.36

1.83

1.60

1.33

1.22

l.?<»

P P
(cm2/yg)

5.63 χ 10"3

2.01 χ 10"3

2.17 x 10"2

1.54 χ 10~2

1.06 x ΙΟ"2

5.45 x I 0 " 3

3.82 χ 10"3

2.32 χ 10"3

1.84 x 10" 3

1.70 x 10"3

"B
(c«2/pg)

3.35 x 10"3

3.67 χ 10"2

1.58 χ 10"2

1.10 χ 10"2

7.42 χ 10"3

3.71 x 10"3

2.53 χ I 0 " 3

1.51 χ 10" 3

1.19 x 10"3

1.09 χ 10"3

μ 0
(cm2/yg)

1.65 χ 10" 3

6.00 χ 10"3

2·53 χ 10"3

1.76 χ 10" 3

1.20 χ 10"3

1.25 x 10"2

8.88 χ 10"3

5.60 χ 10"3

4.48 x 10"3

4.15 χ Ι 0 " 3

A fit of these data points to a single uniform window thickness (dashed

line), is rather poor (reduced χ
2
«8.6), which M a n s that one consistent value

for the window thickness can not be found. This effect has earlier been
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Figure 11.23 1 μπι windows. Thicknesses derived from transmission measure-

ments (J ) with best fits for a single-thickness

and a two-thickness model ·

reported by Kato et al.(1972) and Agrawal et al.(1973). Therefore we tried

also a fit to a two-thickness model according to Agrawal et al, in which a

fraction of the window is assumed to have a thickness x. and the rest of the

window a thickness χ . This leads to an acceptable fit to the data (solid

line: χ
2
-1.7), with χ »85 ug/crn

2
 over 65Z of the area, and χ «268 ug/cm

2
 over

35'Z of the area. This strong variation might have arisen froa non uniform

stretching of the film.

Considering the fact that the transmissions of two samples of one film

showed differences up to 10% we decided that a fit to a single thickness eodel

gives acceptable results in the energy range in which the detectors have

appreciable efficiency. The window thicknesses thus determined for each sample

are given in table II.7.

The two different window thicknegses used are for brevity referred to a·

1 μπι and 4 urn. The actual thicknesses are about 1.3 and 4.4 um using the mean

values of mass per unit area and a specific gravity of 0.90 g/c*
3
 for poly-

propylene (Rote 1966).
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Table II.7 Window characteristics.

counter

1 urn counters:

33

34

35

36

39

40

4 urn counters:

37

38

thickness
(yg/cni2)

(sample 1 and 2)

105
l
)
»)

132

128

123

390

420

; 116
l
)

. 119

120

118

131

390

380

average
(ug/cm

2
)

121

395

thickness

1.3

4.4

') No sample available

3.4 Boron filters

The boron filters with which two of the counters are equipped, were manu-

factured by an electro spray method. The amount of deposited boron has been

determined periodically during spraying by weighing a test sample. Trans-

mission measurements afterwards showed that the weighing aethod led to thick-

nesses which are 2 to 3 times too large. This large error nay have been due to

electrostatic forces on the test sample during weighing. Furthermore we found

that the assumption of uniform thickness of polypropylene (carbon) and boron,

did not give an acceptable χ
2
 fit to the transmissions neasured at different

X-ray energies. Also a two-thickness model applied to the polypropylene layer

or to the boron layer did not give acceptable fits. Only by assuming the

presence of oxygen as a third component we obtained satisfactory results. The

analysis is given below for oue of the boron filter saaples (sample 2 of

counter 36).

The transmission values T. were determined at each available X-ray line. With

uniform layers of polypropylene and boron only, with thicknesses x and x
R

they should satisfy the equation

- In Τ. - »_μ_ + «„μ. (ΙΙ.22)
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where μ and μ. are the mass attenuation coefficients shown in table II.6.
p
i i

From the C-Κα line, where μ
η
 is largest and μ

Λ
 is small, we determined

if PiJ*

Xg»38.5 yg/cm
2
. The equation was then solved for χ at each i end the results

plotted in figure 11.24 as dots. A least-square fit then led to the uniform

value *"140 μg/cm
2
. But the fit is poor (reduced x*"I2.2; dashed line in

figure 11.24).

We then assumed also the presence of oxygen whereby

- In T. (11.23)

The best fit was now obtained for χ "113, Φ-»38.5, «-.-14.0 ug/cm
2
 with

X
2
»2.7 These values hold both for counter 35 and 36. The improved fit can

also be made visible by keeping x_ and x
Q
 fixed, and solving χ at each i

from equation 11.23. These points are entered into figure 11.24 as crosses,

and the corresponding fit by a solid line.

A support for the assumption of oxygen in boron powders can be found in

the literature (Newkirk 1964). Cooper (1961) has reported that boron powders,

1-10 μπι in particle diameter, oxidize slowly in air at room temperature.

180

170

160

150

140

130

120

100

100

90

without oxygen I \

T~T
Ν Ti

1

ο
ΓΤ Cu

Ϊ t
wilh oxygen • •f—h

' ' I L ,1 ,
1.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

photon energy (k«V)

0.8 0.9 1.1

Figure 11.24 Boron filters. Thicknesses of the polypropylene layer, derived

from transmission measurements;

a) assuming only boron: J data points with best fit

b) assuming boron and oxygen: J data points with best fit — —
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Furthermore we may expect (Heslop 1960, Cotton 1967} that the "submicron"

boron powder which has been used, did contain «one boron oxides.

3*5 Detection characteristics

3.S.I Gas amplification and proportionality

Measurements on a Leinax III counter were carried out by De Korte and

Huizenga (1974). They determined the output pulse height V ^ at different

high voltages (1900-2250 V) for 8 different X-ray energie· E, ranging fro»

0.18 to 5.9 keV. At each high voltage V, V^ was plotted against E and the

slope determined in the proportional region (.Β-Ό). These slope*, which are

proportional to the gain 0, then gave

(10.6±0.2)xl0'
3
 V"

1 (11.24)

which value is 8% higher than the theoretical value σ
χ
 according to eq. 11.12.

The difference is not surprising. First it may be due to the gas amplification

theory of Diethorn. Furthermore, the Leinax III type of counter is not really

a single wire proportional counter; the electric field will be different fro·

that in a cylindrical counter, to which the gas gain theory should be applied.

In order to get enough output from the main amplifier, the large area

counters are operated at high gas amplification, viz. 10
6
 (1*2200-2250 V ) .

This has the disadvantage of causing high gain saturation due to space charge

effects (Hanna efc al 1949). This effect is clearly shown in figure 11.25 ob-

tained from the data of De Korte and Huizenga.

At 1900 V (typical gas gain G * 4x10**) the counter is in the proportional

region for X-ray energies up to 6 keV.

At 2250 V high gain saturation plays an important role and the proportional

region ends at *1 ketf. The dashed line shows the extrapolated proportional

behaviour.

The measured pulse height of C-Κα radiation (277 eV) is significantly

too low in all measurements. This can be explained by the absorption of

primary electrons by the entrance window, which is an important effect in PI0

gas for X-ray energies just above the Ar-L absorption edge (245 eV). (Eaonds

1971, De Korte 1975)
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Figure 11.25 Proportionality of a large area counter at two different

anode-cathode voltages. Data points I-M with polynomial fit

and extrapolated proportional region .

The results of an in-flight calibration can be employed in the data

analysis if we assess Che relation which describes the relative change of

measured pulse height (expressed in channel number k) dk/k as a function of a

variation in the channel position of the 5.9 keV calibration peak. For the

non-proportional region formula 11.12 can be rewritten as?

(11.25)

The calibration measurements by De Korte and Huizenga make it possible to

determine e empirically. Their measurements (at atmospheric pressure) of the

variation of peak position k for a number of X—ray lines as a function of high

tension variation near V«2200 V lead to the points plotted in figure 11.26.

The quantity <?!=<?! (P) can also be obtained by first making polynomial fits

to the k versus E points, which have the form

k(E,V) B(V)*E
2

(11.26)

Now a can be derived near 2200 V as a function of E '
 !
-h relationship can

be approximated by a linear function (solid line in itv 1.26).
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Figure 11.26 Proportionality of a large area counter at * 2200 V.

For explanation see text.

Equation 11.25 can be normalized to give a relation to the calibration

value dk/k at F>5.9 keV. This has the form

^o[(E) χ ̂ (5900 eV) (11.27)

where o[(E) - a
1
(E)/o

1
(5900). This is plotted at the right hand vertical scale

of figure 11.26. The solid line in this figure is represented by

a[ » 1.43 - 7.54*10-
5
x£(eV).

Observing for instance during flight a variation of 1.02 in the
 55
Fe

calibration peak, a correction of 1.3% has to be made to the nominal channel

number equivalent to 2 keV, and 1.4% for that of 100 eV.

The value of ο at £=0 is the same coefficient which has been mentioned in

equation 11.24.

3.5.2 Energy resolution

The energy dependence of the standard deviation a for our type of counter

can be expressed by

σ - e^vf (11.28)

We found c^ - 0.22 (keV)', which yields a resolution (FWHM) of 36Z at

2 keV and 160% at 100 eV (eq. 11.20).
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Using ΡΙΟ as counting gas, a second peak appears if f>3.2 keV (Ar-K

absorption edge). This peak is caused by the escape of Ar-K fluorescence

photons (2.96 keV) fro» the counting gas. The escape probability depends on

counter geometry, but is nearly independent of Ε for our type of counter, and

amounts to 102 for £>3.2 keV (Deerenberg 1973, De Korte I97S).

3.5.3 Detection efficiency

Using the window and filter characteristics given in section 3.3 and 3.4,

the detection efficiency can be calculated according to relation 11.17.

Typical detection efficiencies as a function of photon energy for the 1 urn and

4 μπί counters, and the 1 μΐη + Β filter counters are given in figure 11.27.

As has been pointed out in section 2.3-d, the transmission characteristic of

the B-filters is not optimum.

100

90

1 μπι counter* (».3«,3».40l

4 μπι counters at.m

0.4 0.6 10

photon «Mrgy (IMV)

ZO 4.0 SO

Figure 11.27 Typical detection efficiency of the -LAC's. The absorption by

collimators, frames and meshes is not included.
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3.6 Collimators and geometry factor

Fanels 3 and 4 (counters 37-40) have their longitudinal axis in the plane

of the scan notion, while the other two panels (counters 33-36) have their

longitudinal axis perpendicular to that plane («ee also fig. I.I). Since in

either position the best angular resolution has to be obtained in the scan

direction (figure 11.28) tvo different types of collimators have to be used.

-—ι littd of view

icon direction

Figure 11.28 Alignment of the detectors field of view with the projection

of the scan path on the celestial sphere.

Panel I and 2 are equipped with mesh collimators, panel 3 and 4 with slat

collimators.

Slat collimators

field of view

3?lx11?2 (FWHM)

onodizad aluminium slat

glass «poxy spacer blade

Figure 11.29 Slat collimator (detail).
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This type of collimator is constructed of anodized aluminium slats

(0.2 mm thick, 20 ran high) which are fixed parallel to each other by glass

epoxy spacer blades (1.0 mm thick, 25 mm high). The spacing between the

aluminium slats is I mm, between the spacer blades 5 on. The aluminium slats

are perpendicular to the plane which is defined by the scan notion (great

circle), and determine an angular resolution of 3*1 FWHM. The angular resolu-

tion perpendicular to this is defined by the glass epoxy spacer blades, and

amounts to 11°. 2 FWHM. The angular response in both directions is triangularly

shaped. The window support mesh (not shown) is glued to the bottom of the

collimator.

X-ray reflection on aluminium slats may cause a considerable broadening

of the geometrical field of view at very low X-ray energies. For example this

broadening was 70Z at half maximum for 183 eV X-rays in earlier experiments

(De Korte 1975). The aluminium slats used in this experiment were dipped in

NaOH which limited the broadening at half maximum to 19±3Z at 183 eV and to

I3±3% at 280 eV (Van Rooyen 1975).

Mesh collimators

15 aluminium
spacers

held of view

3?0x10?6 (FWHM)

16 layers of
stainless steel mesh

aluminium window
support (ram·

Figure 11.30 Mesh collimator (detail).
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The mesh collimators are made of a stack of stainless steel aeshes,

spaced by aluminium frames. The mesh consists of a thin plate (0.1 mm) in

which slit-shaped openings of 0.85 mm χ 3.4 ma are etched, with «pacings of

0.15 and 0.6 mm. The 15 frames vary in thickness fro* 0.3 to 1.5 mm, while 32

meshes are subdivided into 16 layers, varying in thickness from 0.1 to 0.6 m*.

In this way complete screening of radiation coning from outside the field of

view is obtained. The angular response in both directions has a triangular

shape with 3*0 χ 10°.6 FWHM. The stack of meshes and frames (16.4 a* height) is

mounted on a window support frame (4 mm). The resulting transmission is 69.4Z.

Finally a window support mesh is glued to the collimator.

Both types of collimators have a small
 5 5

Fe calibration source mounted at

the bottom, irradiating the counter.

Geometry factor

The main parameters for the large area counters and collimators, and for

panel 2 in addition the frame and mesh supporting the boron filter, are

summarized ·in table II.8. They lead to the geometry fact-nrs for isotropic

radiation given in the bottom line.

Table II.8 Sensitive area along the central axis of the field of view.

panel

counters

type of collimator

entrance opening dimensions (cm)

frontal araa (cm
2
)

transmission of B-filter frame

transmission of B-filter support

transmission of collimator

transmission of window support mesh

:sh

effective area (perpendicular
incidence) (cm

2
)

field of view (FWHM)

geometry factor (cm
2
sr)

1

33,34

•esh

46.3x6.4

296

-

-

69.42

80 Ζ

165+8

3°. Οχ 10'. 6

l.58±0.08

2

35,36

mesh

46.3x6.4

296

93.2Z

80 Ζ

69.4Z

80 Ζ

123±6

3". Ox 10*. 6

1.17+0.06

3 , 4

37,38,39,40

slat

46.9x6.4

300

-

-

68.0Z

80 Ζ

163±8

£1x11*2

1.70+0.08
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3.7 Gas system

Leakage of thin film windows and contamination of the gas in a sealed

proportional counter, cause a change in gas amplification. Experimentally it

has been found for a Leinax III large area counter at 2000 V that

(obs)
- <6.3±0.5) (11.29)

according to equation 11.14. The difference with the theoretical derived value

of a2 in section 3.2.1 (<?2»7.5) may, as in section 3.5.1, arise from the

Diethorn formulae for the gas gain, or from the difference between a cylindri-

cal single wire proportional counter and the Leinax III type of counter. In

any case we may conclude that a change in gas pressure of only \Z causes a

gain change of about 7Z.

In earlier soft X-ray experiments Leinax I and II (Deerenberg 1973), the

influence of contamination has been reduced by flushing the gas as long as

possible (up to 5 minutes before launch). No gain control system was incor-

porated; the gain change due to gas leakage was monitored by an in-flight

calibration source and the correction of the energy scale was nade afterwards.

In this experiment an onboard gas flow system was required due to the

increased area of the 1 urn polypropylene windows and the higher gas leakage of

the 0.5 |im windows of the multicell counters. Figure 11.31 gives an outline of

this system. It permits independent external or internal gas supply in either

a "continuous flushing", an "automatic gain control" or a "sealed off" node of

operation. The system works by means of solenoid valves.

Before launch the counters are continuously flushed with gas via three

umbilical valves (UV) and a fly-away gas umbilical (GU) which is disconnected

from the payload at lift-cff of the rocket. Internal gas is supplied by three

gas bottles, each of them equipped with a pressure regulator (PR) reducing the

gas pressure (max. 15 MPa (150 atm)) to about 150 kPa (1.5 atn). The gas

bottles are connected or disconnected to the system by inlet valves (IV).

The "automatic gain control" regulates during flight the gas flow through

the counters by fill valves (FV) and leak valves (LV). For the large area

counters (LAC) it obtains signals from small monitor counters (HC) which are

incorporated in the gas flow system. Such a monitor counter is a saall cylin-

drical proportional counter with a 55Fe X-ray source Mounted on the inside.

6 keV pulses of this source are fed to a level discriminator in the gain

control electronics (GC). An incrcas* of gas gain due to gas leakage in ·
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Ν-rim

MCC >
LAC '

GU ·
UV '
PR •
IV •

FV ·

• multicel1 counter
• large area counter
• gas umbilical
• umbilical valve
• pressure regulator
• inlet valve
•fill valve

LV -
MC -
GC -
PT -
SV -
e -
i -

leak valve
monitor counter
gain control electronics
pressure transducer
safety valve
external (remote control)
internal (autom. gain control)

Figure 11.31 Onboard gas-flow system of Leinax III.
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vacuum environment, causes a periodical opening of the fill valve with a 3 Hz

frequency. A gain decrease ha* the same effect for the leak valve. Gain shifts

can be reduced to < 5 X in this way.

The signals for the gain control system of the multicell counters are

obtained from pressure transducers (FT) which provide analog signals

(5 mV/kPa) and make it possible to reduce gain variations to less than a few

percent.

3.8 Screening against the non X-ray background

The sensitivity to the cosmic ray induced background (CRIB), to UV

radiation and to low-energy electrons has been described in detail by De Korte

(1975) for a similar counter. The following additional information holds for

Leinax III:

a. CRIB. Due to counter geometry an anti-coincidence matrix between counters

cannot be effective and was not incorporated. Moreover the largest contri-

bucion of the CRIB (minimum ionizing particles) occurs outside the energy

interval considered here (upper level discriminators were set at 3 keV).

b. UV-radiation. The UV-sensitivity of the counters has again been reduced by

coating the entrance window and the inside counter walls with carbon.

c. Low energy electrons. This background is probably due to low energy

electrons scattered from the collimator into the counter- or to X-rays

generated by electrons striking the collimator (Seward et al. 1974). No elec-

trostatic deflection system has been incorporated, since its rejection

efficiency is limited, as shown by Kohno (1973), Seward et al. (1974) and

De Korte (1975). However, the fact that two panels were equipped with mesh

collimators instead of slat collimators may reduce in this way the contribu-

tion of scattered electrons and fluorescent X-rays generated in the collimator

walls.

4. Onboard data handling

4.1 System description

The electronic system has to handle information obtained fro» the signal

wire* of the MCC's (2x15) and the associated guardcells (2x1), from the signal

wires of the LAC's (8) and from their associated monitor counters (4). The data

obtained from the monitor counters are used for the control of the in-flight

gas flow system (see section 3.7).
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The events registered by the MCC signal wires and LAC's have to fulfil

the requirement that the pulse height is within the window set by a lower

level (IX) and upper level (UL) discriminator. In addition, the events of the

MCC signal wires have to be in anti-coincidence (AC) with the events fro· the

guardcell of that particular MCC.

For all accepted events the pulse height in each counter (except guard-

cells and monitor counters) is digitized by analog-to-digital converters into

7-bit binary words (128 channels) after which the data are presented to the

telemetry system. Qualified events are also scaled by three rateraeters (for

MCC-1, MCC-2 and the LAC's) to allow for an accurate estimate of the system

dead time. Safety ratemeters take care that no data is transferred if the rate

of accepted events is so high that only malfunctioning of a counter(s) can be

the cause.

A simplified blockdiagram of the electronics is given in figure 11.32.

Several electronic subsystems are briefly described below.

Analog unit (AU)

In the analog units, which follow the preamplifiers, the signal i* ampli-

fied by a two-stage main amplifier. The AU of the central wire of each MCC (on

which the calibration source is collimated) differ· in the sense that the

first stage of the main amplifier can be branched off, reducing the gain of

the main amplifier by a factor 11 which brings events from 6 keV X-rays of the

calibration source within the range of accepted pulse heights.

For the same reason a reduction of the gain by a factor 2.6 is available for

the LAC's during calibration.

One of the functions of the AU is co check if the pulse height exceeds the

sub-low level, which can be set by radio command at a "low" or "high" value.

If the pulse fulfils this requirement, a one-shot pulse is fed to a selector,

allowing the analog pulse of that particular counter to be accepted. These

one-shot pulses are also fed to two other systems. The first of these is an

identification matrix, which takes care of the information needed by the ADC-

multiplexer when the event is accepted. The second system (not shown in

figure 11.32) is an error sunming amplifier which provides an error identifi-

cation if a second pulse occurs before the system is inhibited for analog

processing by the first pulse (resolving time *70 ns).

The AU's of the LAC's provide also signals for their safety ratemeters. If the

counting rate of a particular counter exceeds a certain value (2000 counts/s),
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its data line is inhibited by the safety rateneter.

CC + AC unit

The g u a r d e d 1 signal of each MCC is fed to a coincidence and anticoinci-

dence unit (CC+AC) to which /ileo the analog outputs of the All's of that MCC

arc connected, grouped a· even numbered and odd nuebored anode wires. Two

kinds of pulses can be generated by the CC+AC unit:

1) A CC-pulse is generated if the pulse of an even nuabered wire coincides

with the pulse of an odd numbered wire (resolving tine * 3 y s ) . Especially in

case two neighbouring anode wires detect the same event, this CC-pulse

provides a flag for such an event.

2) An AC-pulse is generated if a guardcell event coincides with a pulse of

one of the multicell signal wires (resolving time *4.5 [is). This provides an

inhibit signal to the classification unit so that no data transfer occurs.

Classification unit (CU)

In the classification unit analog pulses are checked against a low level

(LL) and an orper level (UL). The lower level can be selected by radiocouund

between "low" («100 eV) and "high" («150 eV). The upper level is set at 3 keV.

If a pulse falls between the LL and the UL, the pulse height which is

registered by the peak detector (FD), is accepted by the analog-to-digital

converter (ADC) by means of a "start conversion" signal. If an event is

offered during the period in which an earlier event caused a "start conver-

sion" (<33O us), the second pulse from the selector will not be accepted by

the peak detector. Furthermore the CU's provide signals for the counting rate

meters (CRM). Since the CRM's have negligible deadtime per event scaled, they

can be used for the determination of the absolute value of the observed

counting rate.

Finally the CU's of the MCC's provide the signals for their safety rate

meters.

A.D.C.'s

Analofe-to-digital converters digitize the pulse height of a qualified

event into a 7-bit binary word. Three ADC's are incorporated: for MCC-1, MCC-2

and the LAC's.

The linearity of each system, including the amplifiers and ADC can be

characterized by: integral linearity: +0.5Z, differential linearity: ±5%.
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Further data transfer

Data lines of the ADC's and CRM's are merged at the ADC and CRM multi-

plexer respectively. An ADC address generator of 60 kHz selects sequentially

the addresses of ADC-1, 2 and 3 fo<- data read out. A mode generator switches

7.6 times per second from ADC to CRM data transfer, in which the contents of

CRM-1, 2 and 3 are read out. Data read out takes place via the ADC/CRM multi-

plexer and through the mode multiplexer into the 'shift register. If an ADC

does not contain pulse height information, no further processing takes place.

Identification bits are also fed to the ADC/CRM multiplexer to identify

the counter or counting raterneter. A CC-bit is added in the ADC node if an

event of one of the MCC's is accompanied by a coincidence pulse of the CC+AC

unit.

Finally the contents of the shift register are shifted in a non-return-to-zero

mode to the digital telemetry system at a rate of 60 kbit/s.

4.2 Telemetry and command system

Down link

Two VHF-transmitters provide the down link: the first transmitter is FM

modulated with PCM-data. The digital data word for the ADC and CRM mode ia

built up as follows

ADC-mode

CRM-mode

start

1
1

1

2

2

3 4 5

pulse height

3 4 5

6 7

7 bits)

6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

parity end

1 1

(16J17|
— " « ' t •

counter identification mode CC

8 9

C R M contents (11 bi

10

Is)

11 12 13 14

C R M

ident.

iel Μ
mode

Figure 11.33 Format of the digital data words.

The second transmitter is FM modulated with FM-coded analog information (IRIG

channels).

This comprises:
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mode (calibration, discriminator level)

star camera monitor

total counting rate CRM 1+2+3

housekeeping (subcommutated as shovn below)

The frequency channel of the housekeeping data contains 32 subcoamutated

signals, which are pulse amplitude modulated (PAM-system) and monitored by a

200 Hz commutator. They comprise:

number of
channels

7

6

3

2

5

4

2

2

information

synchronisation and calibration of PAM-signal

high voltage of MCC's and LAC'β (per panel)

power supply voltages

temperatures (at mirror system and electronic

box)

filter motors, gear mechanism & deploy system

monitor counters of LAC's (per panel)

pressure transducers of MCC's

anti-coincidence rate·of MCC's.

The telemetered data are recorded on a multi-track magnetic tape,

together with a standard time signal supplied by the ground station.

Up-link

Thirty commands are available for operating the ACS and payload system.

Fifteen of these can be used to satisfy the requirements for performing

maneuvers and controlling experiment functions, the latter being: discrimina-

tor level "low", discriminator level "high", B-filter in, B-filter out,

UV-filter in, UV-filter out.
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5. Aspect systems

5.1 Attitude control system

Leinax III was equipped with an attitude control system (ACS) which

allowed for pointing of the payload and execution of maneuvers at slow scan

rates.

The ACS contained a so called MARS-CARP platform (miniature attitude

reference system) for position control, and a three axis rate gyro for rate

control. It uses nitrogen gas (5 dm
3
, stored at 270 atmospheres (" 27 MPa)

that can be ejected at low pressures of 2 or 9 atto (200 or 900 kPa) by pitch,

yaw and roll thrusters located near the aft end of the payload. Six sky

positions which are programed in the ACS electronics and set up before

launch, can be selected by radio command. From these positions scans with

three different scan rates which are also pre-programmed, can be carried out

on radio command. These scan rates were set at 0.25, 0.5 and 1.2 degrees per

second. Maneuvers necessary to point to a sky position are acccmplished simul-

taneously about all three axes (pitch, yaw and roll). Acquisition rates were

set at approximately 10° s"
1
 in roll and 4°.5 s"

1
 in pitch. Scans are accom-

plished only along the body-pitch axis, which leads to a movement of the

co-aligned detector axes along great circles on the celestial sphere.

During scans the mirrorplates are kept perpendicular to the scan direction,

which means that all detectors have their best angular resolution in the scan

direction.

The reference system about which all maneuvers are done, is fixed when

the stable platform is uncaged, which occurred 90 seconds before launch.

Uncage elevation of the body-z (= roll) axis was 90° and the azimuth of the

body-!/ axis (opposite direction of central viewing direction star camera) was

315° (0°= south, 90°= west). Launch elevation and azimuth of the body-s axis

were 85°.8 and 113°5 resp. (Azimuth of body-# = 293°5). Pointing accuracy,

determined by the characteristics of the stable platform, is within 3 degrees

(half cone, 1 σ).

5.2 Starearnera

Although the starcamera was not recovered and, therefore, its data not

ustd (section III.2), a brief description is in order. The camera was mounted

in the water-tight compartment of the payload. It was built in Japan and

comprises a f/1.2 lens with a focal length f«50mm. Normal 35 mm Kodak Tri-X-
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pan film (27 DIN) was used, with a maximum length of about 10 meters.

Frame size is 18 χ 23 mm which yields a field of view of about 24° χ 31
s
.

Exposure time of one frame is 0.6 s while the transportation time of one frame

to the next is about 0.2 s. Starting the exposures at t • 72.5 s in flight

(deploy command for LAC - panels) the film length which can contain about 400

frames is enough to cover the whole observation period. The central viewing

direction of the camera is perpendicular to the longitudinal payload axis

(common viewing direction of detectors) but moves on the great circle des-

cribed by this axis during scans.

Six light'emitting diodes (LED's) take care of marking the frames and checking

the appropriate film transport. Four of them are fiducial marks for measuring

star positions on the exposures, and two act as binary counters for numbering

the frames, providing time reference.

Test exposures of the Hawaiian Sky indicated that with a fixed camera

at least stars of the Sth magnitude could be recorded using a normal D76

development procedure of the film.

5.3 Alignment procedure

a. Pre-flight

With the set up, given in figure 11.34 the alignment between mirror

experiment, large area counters and starcamera has been determined. A laser

beam was transformed into a broad parallel beam of light (*8 cm in diameter).

After reflection on mirror Ml, the beam could be translated parallel to it-

self by sliding this mirror along the optical bench. In this way the beam

could illuminate part of the entrance opening of the mirror system, producing

a line image which could be aligned with the central wire of the multicell

counters by rotating and translating the mirror system. The light beam was

kept parallel to the central axis of the mirrorsystem by adjustment of the

beam, and providing autocollimation via a small reference mirror at the front

of the mirror system. This reference mirror was mounted perpendicular to the

axis of the mirror system within a few arcminutes.

Hereafter the orientation of the starcamera could be determined by removing

the LAC-panel on the camera side of the payload, and reflecting the beam

exactly 90° by means of a pentagon prism in front of the camera lens, and

taking a picture.

Finally the alignment of the panels could be checked by reflection of the

light besm at a flat mirror M2, fixed against the front of the sollimatcrs.
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However this part of the test is not completely significant, since the end

position of the panels after deployment is slightly dependent ( + 2°) on the

presence or absence of gravitational force.

storcomera

pentagon prism

microscope
object-glass

— focal plane

— multicell counter

large area counter

collimator

mirror system

reference
mirror

laser optical bench

Figure 11.34 Set-up for the alxgnment of the mirror experiment, the star

camera and the large area counters.

b. In-flight

Λ check on the state of deployment of the panels and the alignment with

the mirror system and starcamera, could be obtained by observing a strong

X-ray source. The profile of the counting rates as function of tine give* the
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1. Aims of the observation program

The following objectf were selected for observation by Leinax III:

a) The Crab nebula, serving as calibration for the alignment of the detector·,

and calibration of energy scale. A scan speed of 1*2 β'
1
 over the source pro-

vides a suitable number of source counts for this calibration.

b) Monoceros Nebula. This is a supernova rennant (SNR) at I - 206*, b -0*,

with an angular diameter of 3*5 (Holden 1968, Milne et al. 1969)· Search for

X-ray emission and possibly structure of this source is accomplished by two

perpendicular scans at 0*25 s"
1
.

c) Gemini region. An enhancement was observed by a number of groups (Bunner

et al. 1971, YenUs et al. 1972, Davidsen et 'al. 1972, Williamson et al. 1974,

Garraire 1974, Novick et al. 1975) with angular resolutions of 5*-10* FWHM.

A study of the structure of this enhancement with a better angular resolution

is valuable, to determine its relation to radio continuum features or other

objects. No data from f.his area in the ultra soft energy range (<O.I8 keV) are

available, whereas the spectra of the enhancement appears to be very soft

(Williamson et al. 1974, Garraire 1974). Therefore a second scan through this

region with a boron filter in front of the MCC was programed in additon. Both

scans can be performed with a speed of 1°. 2 s"
1
.

d) A slow scan (0°. 25 s"
1
) perpendicular to the galactic equator along t *205*

over a region in Orion where the soft X-ray intensity is low (Williamson et

al. 1974) and a high density of neutral hydrogen has been observed, extending

from fc
Ji
*-4° to -15°.

e) A cross jian (0°5 and 1°2 s"
1
) over the Orion belt. Bright UV stars with
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non-thermal radio emission and of high turbulence are possibly soft X-ray

sources. During one scan a UV-filter is inserted in front of the MCC, to

assess the spectral contribution induced by UV-photons. A correction to the

observed photon spectrum for UV-contamination is then possible.

f) A cross scan (1*2 s"1) through Eridanus, where an enhanced X-ray emission

region has been observe , ntered near I -205*, b • -40*(Bunner et al.

1971, Davidsen et al. 19/2, Williamson et al. 1974, Garaire et al. 1974,

Naranan et al. 1976).

This region coincides with a region of relatively small column density of

neutral hydrogen, and a correlation study of 21 cm data with potential soft

X-ray structure is aimed for.

A number of energy calibrations of the detectors is carried out during

maneuvers from one scan to another. The cosmic ray induced background and

inherent detector background, can be determined when the nose cone is still

on the payload.

2. Launch and flight data

Leinax III was launched by a Terrier-Sandhawk rocket from Barking Sands

range on Kauai (Hawaii) on November 10, 1974, at 12h 09* 00s UT (-2h 09- HST).

Geographic longitude and latitude of the launch site are 159° 46' 53" and

+22° 03' 52".

Figure III.l gives the flight trajectory as recorded from radar data.

There was only a small difference between the predicted apogee (269 km) and

the actual maximum height (278 km) reached by the payload. On the right-hand

vertical scale flight time above the corresponding height is indicated.

The occurence of some system functions related to launch, nose cone

separation etc. are given in table III.l. The events marked with * were

initiated by the on-board programmer. Other commands were transmitted to the

payload.

The payload was separated from the Sandhawk motor to permit payload maneuvring

and subsequent deployment of the recovery system. The nose cone wast ejected

in forward direction by a spring-operated mechanism, allowing deployment of

the panels with large area counters, which also clears the light path of the

mirror experiment. Prior to reentry, the panels were stowed again, to reduce
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Figure III.l Altitude of the payload (left-hand scale) versus flight

time. The right-hand scale gives the total flight time

above the corresponding altitude.

air resistance. The system was equipped with a recovery package, consisting of

a parachute and a floating system.

Reentry and recovery sequence appeared to be normal, until the payload

hit the water. At that time the RF recovery beacon went of the air. Searches

by aircraft and boat failed to find any sign of the payload, which was

therefore not recovered. For the data reduction of the experiment the loss of

payload means the loss of the starcamera. Attitude data had now to be taken .

from the gyro data reduction analysis, which is considerably less accurate

(+ a few degrees) than photographic attitude data (± a few arcminutes).
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Table III.l Characteristic flight data.

„nd
launch

* ignition 2"" stage

* payload separation, ACS activation

* despin initiation, enable experiment

* nose cone ejection

* deploy command for LAC-panels

deploy completed

UV and Β filter out

start scan I

apogee

* stow command for LAC-panels

stew starts, end of scan 6

* disable experiment, stable platform "off"

* drogue chute deploy

* main chute deploy

loss of telemetry signal

flight time

0

12.6

58.4

60.3

70.5

72.5

90.6

96.7

99.7

260.3

428.0

434.7

472.1

620.7

629.7

769

altitude
(km)

0

6

68

92

110

114

143

153

157

278

154

142

79

5

4

_

* initiated by on-board programmer

3. Programmed and apparent scan trajectories

The aims of the observation program can be achieved by 6 scans. Figure

III.2 contains the desired pattern of the common central axis of the detectors

on the celestial sphere, together with the scanpaths reduced from gyro data

analysis. The long scan number 4 deviates from the programmed trajectory by as

much as 5°. All other scans match the desired path closely. This performance

is not bad, considering the fact that resolution and accuracy of the ACS is of

the order of three degrees» Moreover this is sufficiently accurate since the

angular resolution of the detectors perpendicular to the scan direction is

about 12" FWHM.

Figure III.3 gives in more detail the scan pattern derived from gyro data

on a sky map in celestial coordinates, also indicating the scan speed and

filter mode of the multicell counters.
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Figure III.2 Programmed and apparent scan trajectories projected on

the celestial hemisphere, seen from outside. Coordinate

system in right ascention (a) and declination (6).

Scan 1 starts with the observation of the Crab Nebula (Tau-X-I).

Scan 2, 3A and 4A were meant to have their point of intersection on the

Monoceros Nebula (R.A. - 6
h
35

m
,6-6°30')· Scan 4A, however, deviates 4° from

this source.

Starting in Gemini, scan 4 crosses the galactic plane, and continues via Orion

into Eridanus. The belt stars in Orion are passed at a distance of 4
s
.

Figure III.3 Apparent scan trajectories on a sky map in cexestial +

coordinates.
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Table III.2 contains command tines, starting and end points of the scans

and their positions both in celestial and in galactic coordinates. Some

further specifications of the scans are given in table III.3.

event

s t a r t scan 1

end of scan 1

s t a r t scan 2

end of scan 2

(le.2 s" 1)

(0°25 s"1)

C 0 0 R D I
celestial

R.A. δ
(h m) C)

4 59

6 32

6 22

6 44

+31.0

+10.1

+ 10.?

+ 5.0

N A T E S
galactic

„II

C)

173.0

202.1 +

200.9

207.9 +

C)

6.5

0.9

1.2

I.I

Table III.2 Scan trajectories derived from gyro data.

I. Starting and end points

command
time

(s)

99.7

124.5

129.8

164.0

178.5

211.0

237.8

247.7

280.8

314.8

334.8

354.8

367.4

399.6

413.8

434.7

start scan 3A (0°.25 s"
1
)

start scan 3B (1°.2 s"
1
)

end of scan 3

start scan 4A (1°.2 s"
1
)

start scan 4B (0°.25 s"
1
)

start scan 4C (0°.5 s"
1
)

start scan 4D (1°.2 s"
1
)

end of scan 4

start scan 5 (1°.2 s'
1
)

end of scan 5

start scan 6 (1°2 s"
1
)

end of scan 6 (stow starts)

6 20 + 4.3 205.9 - 4.3

6 40 + 9.0 204.0 + 2.2

8 26 +26.6 197.3 +32.1

8 47 +20.4 206.2 +34.7

6 07 +8.1 200.9 - 5.6

5 34 + 4.2 200.3 -14.5

4 58 - 0.2 199.6 -24.6

3 37 -11.6 199.7 -47.6

3

5

5

5

31

52

56

15

- 2.8
-12.2

-12.7

+ 8.1

187.6
217.6

218.5

194.3

-44.2
-18.1

-17.5

-16.6
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Table III.3 Scan trajectories derived from gyro data .

II. Further specifications.

can

1

2

3A

3B

4A

4B

4C

4D

5

6

duration

(s) !)

25.0

33.7

32.5

26.6

33.0

34.0

20.0

19.7

31.5

19.7

length

r > »
30.1

7.4

6.7

30.6

40.6

9.0

10.2

23.2

36.2

23.1

37.3

83.0

real
scan speed

(7 s)

1.20

0.22

0.21

1.15

1.23

0.26

0.51

1.18

1.15

1.17

scan
direction

2>

+

+

+

-

—

-

-

+

-

observation

Crab

Mon.Neb.

Mon.Neb.

Gemini

Gemini

Orion, din
region

Orion,belt

Eridanus

Eridanus

Or ion,belt

*) Derived for the times and positions on which the payload axis

had a uniform motion (gathered from gyro data). Values may be

somewhat different from those following from table III.2.

2) + means: the optical axis of starcamera is 90° behind the

telescope axes in scan (see figure I.I)

The scan paths derived from the gyro data still appeared to deviate a few

degrees from the actual trajectories, after the X-ray data were also analysed.

The X-ray maps in chapter V are given in galactic coordinates and show the

actual scan paths which were finally obtained after careful analysis of the

LAC-data (see chapter IV.3).

4. Operational modes

Besides the observational modes in which the scans were carried cut,

Leinax III could be operated in a calibration mode, which was effected before

nose cone ejection and during some maneuvers to a new acquisition point.
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Energy range switching puts the 6 keV photo-peak of the in-flight calibration

sources within the accepted pulse height interval during these calibration

periods. The calibration periods are listed in table III.4. Also the B-filter-

in and UV-filter-in mode of the mirror experiment are given in that table.

Table III.4 Operational modes.

in-flight

start

40.2

71.2

164.0

237.7

238.5

354.8

422.8

time (s)

end

45.2

76.2

169.0

242.7

281.5

359.8

421.0

mode

Ist calibration

2 n d calibration

3 r d calibration

4 calibration

B-filter-in

5 t h calibration

UV-filter-in

The "discriminator level high" mode, which could be selected on radio

command (see chapter II.4.1) was not used.
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CHAPTER IV

IN-FLiGHT PERFORMANCE OF THE INSTRUMENTS

1. Mirror experiment

The multiccll counters exhibited an excessively high counting rate

(>2000 counts/s) and were consequently switched off by safety ratemeters for

most of the time, in order to limit the suppression of the LAC data. The high

counting rate was most probauxy due to RF-interference which may have been

picked up by the power supply lines of the detectors. This explanation is

supported by the fact that, apart from disturbances during lift-off, the MCC's

performed well until the panels were deployed and the MCC's were no longer

screened against RF-radiation from the antennas.

Consequently no significant data have been obtained from the mirror

experiment. Only daring the 6 calibration periods when 14 of the 15 signal

wires per detector were switched off, data could be obtained. Peak positions

of the in-flight calibration sources show that the gas control system of the

multicell counters functioned well. There was a decrease of <IO% in gain of

MCC-2, and only «1Z for MCC-1 during flight.

2. Large area detection system

Analysis of the flight data indicates that 6 of the 8 LAC's performed

well. The remaining two counters (nr. 33 and 34) failed, most probably because

oi' a large gas leakage (e.g. rupture of the entrance window). This is clearly

seen on the housekeeping data: the output of the monitor counter of that

particular panel is increasing from its nominal value at i«30 s in flight to

ics maximum value at É«76 s, indicating that at that time the gas pressure is

already decreased by 8Z of the nominal value.

A consequence of the gas leakage may be that counter 33 has a nearly

constant low counting rate of 25 counts/s up to t>80 8 (the moment of despin).

After that time its counting rate is zero. Probably due to RF-interference
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counter 34 has a noise which is constantly increasing. It starts at t*60 s

and ends at **245 s, when its number of transmitted events is 1200 s"1 and

the safety ratemeter switches off that counter.

.1

,'i-t

2.1 In-flight calibration

During 6 periods of 5 seconds each, range switching by a factor 2.65

brings the 5.9 keV photo peak of the 55Fe sources into the accepted pulse

height interval. The measured peak positions for counters 35-40 are given in

figure IV.1.

90

85

80

75

70

165

60

55

SO 150 200 250 300

(light time (seconds)

350 450

Figure IV.1 Mean pulse height of the distribution due to 55Fe calibration

sources during the different calibration periods.

During the first calibration the peak positions are equal within ±1

channel to those measured during pre-flight tests. There appears to be a

considerable change in peak position for all counters. This effect is not

completely understood, for variations in the outputs of the monitor counters

are much smaller: after i>16 s when the gain control system seems to be

stabilized, the following variations are seen: for panel 2: <4.5%, for panel

3: <2% and for panel 4: <2.52, which is all within the limits set by the gain

control electronics. So the variations in calibration peak positions of the
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LAC's can not simply be explained by changes in gas pressure.

An inspection of the LAC high voltages from housekeeping data shows that

these voltage were constant within ± 5 V, which implies a maximum gain varia-

tion of ± 5 % (eq. 11.24).

Part of the decrease in peak position can be explained by an observed

shift of the upper level for event qualification (UL). Up to t*60 s this

level has the nominal value (channel 119), but is then gradually decreasing to

1I4±1 channel at f>140 s. This shift can possibly be applied to the whole

pulse height scale. A check on this assumption is found in the lower level

threshold (LL) (originally set at channel 4). Although the LL cannot be deter-

mined accurately during the period that the UL is changing, the LL is clearly

absent during the rest of the flight, indicating that it has shifted by sc

least 4 channels. As a result all measured pulse heights (expressed in chan-

nels) determined after t« 140 s have to be increased by 5 channels.

An independent anchor point for the energy calibration is provided by the

4 pm counters. The pulse height distribution of these counters has a pro-

nounced minimum when irradiated by X-rays, due to the transmission character-

istics of the window. The equivalent energy of this minimum is only slightly

dependent on the input spectrum: changing the slope of a power law distribu-

tion from -1 to -3 causes the minimum to change from 490 to 580 eV.

Finally the observed Crab spectrum may serve as an energy calibration.

However the absorption by neutral hydrogen for this source is not yet well

established (Toor 1974, Iyengar 1975) which leads to an uncertainty of ±57. in

the mean pulse height distribution derived after folding the Crab spectrum by

the hydrogen column density and detector characteristics. Statistical errors

in the observed distribution further reduce the accuracy of this calibration

to ±10%.

After taking into account all these points, and considering several

models for the observed changes in the calibration peak positions, a model was

chosen, which assumes a shift of the whole pulse height scale equal to the

observed UL-shift, and interprets the remaining variations by gain changes.

Within the indicated uncertainties this model fits the calibration on the

minimum of the power law X-ray spectrum for the 4 pm counters (37 and 38) and

fits the calibration on the Crab nebula for all counters (35 thro 40).

Furthermore it is consistent with the fact that for counter 39 and 40, which

showed the largest decrease in
 5 5

Fe peak position, the 3 keV escape peak of

the calibration sources comes within the range of accepted pulse heights.
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The assumed gain variations remain, hi.'*ever, inconsistent with the observed

lack of variation of high voltage and monitor counter outputs.

The suggested model gives the channel lumber equivalent to 5.9 keV as a

function of in-flight time for each counter. Applying eq. 11.27 the channel

numbers equivalent to other energies can then l> calculated. Taking into

account all possible errors we have to conclude that the energy-pulse height

relation established in this way, is rather crude; the uncertainty is ±100 eV

for £<1 keV, and ±107. for E>\ keV. Detailed spectral analysis of the flight

data is therefore not relevant.

2.2 Dead time correction

The system had an appreciable dead time of about 5-20 t. A dead time

correction has therefore to be applied to the observed X-ray intensities.

In principle the correction factor ƒ for a certain tine period is given

by

fn
cm
ln

m
 (IV..)

in which «
C R M

 is the number of qualified events and «„„ is the number of

transmitted events (pulse height information). The counting rate meter of the

LAC's recorded n
C R M

 with negligible dead time, at a read out frequency of

7.6 Hz. This permits dead time corrections to be applied down to spatial

resolution elements Δ along the scan path equal to

Δ = ·=—τ degrees (IV.2)

in which s is the scan speed in degrees per second. Even for the highest scan

speed (s= 1°. 2 s*
1
) Δ is small compared to the angular resolution of the

detectors.

The calculation of ƒ according to eq. IV.1 yields:

For t>245 s:<f> = 1.05±.02 in the normal mode (calculated for 1.0 s periods)

and <ƒ> = I.19±.O4 during calibration (calculated for 0.13 s periods).

For i<245 s:<f> = 1.9 ±.2 in the normal mode (1.0 s periods).

We concluded that the latter is not correct. First the fluctuations in ƒ are

larger as may be expected from the statistical errors in the counting rates.

The contents of the counting rate meters are apparently not well related to the

number of transmitted events n
D U
. This seems to be correlated with the

behaviour of counter 34. Secondly applying the calculated values for f,

the counting rates of the LAC's on crossing points of scans before and after
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t>245 s, are inconsistent. So for the first part of the flight, f cannot be

derived according to eq. IV.1.

Therefore we tried to determine ƒ as function of the counting rate of

transmitted LAC events dn
nu
/d£ during the second part of the flight in which

eq. IV.1 leads to a correct value of ƒ. This is illustrated in figure IV.2.

1.30

Iransmiuion rate W (tounti/s)
of

Figure IV.2 Dead time correction factor versus transmitted event rate for

a large number of periods during the second half of the flight·

Data points in the left-hand cluster: 1.0 s periods in the

normal mode, right-hand cluster: 0.13 s periods in the calibra-

tion mode. Typical error crosses have been indicated. The solid

line represents the linear fit as used for dead time correction

during the first half of the flight.

With a least square method we obtained as a best fit (x^ -0.16):

ƒ - 1.00 + 0.145xl0-
3
xdK

pH
/dt (IV.3)

ΪΛ which dn_„/dt is the counting rate of transmitted LAC events in counts per

second.

In the analysis of the soft X-ray background the dead time correction has

now been applied independently for each spatial resolution element in the
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following way:

i<245 s (scan 1,2,3) according to eq. IV.3

i>245 8 (scan 4,5,6) " " eq. IV.I

2.3 Non X-ray background

2.3.1 CRIB and inherent detector background

During a short period at the beginning of the flight (t-46 to t> 70 s)

when the ejectable nose cone is still on the payload, the background counting

rates can be determined. The counting rates of all counters are so low that

the dead time of the system during that period is negligible.

In view of the uncertainties of the energy calibration, we do not present

these data as an energy spectrum, but as counting rates in two energy inter-

vals. They are expressed in counts per unit frontal area, time and energy.

Table IV,1 Detector background per panel.

counts per (cm
2
»s»keV)

100-540 eV 540-2000 eVcounters

35

37

39

,36

,38

,40

(2.27±O.I9)x!O"
2

(1.65±O.16)xlO"
2

(1.04±0.l4)xl0"
2

<1.38±0.08)xi0"
2

(0.83±0.06)xl0"
2

(0.64+0.06)xl0"
2

The background of the 1 μπι counters 35 and 36 and the 4 μπι counters 37 and

38 is approximately the same as in earlier experiments (Deerenberg 1973, De

Korte 1975). The 1 pm counters 39 and 40 have a background which is about a

factor 2 lower than for the other 1 μπι counters. We do not have an explanation

for this.

2.3.2 Low energy electrons

A method to determine the possible contribution of low energy electrons

to the X-ray data in experiments with similar large area counters is described

by De Korte (1975). It is based on the principle that the level of contamina-

tion can be established from the difference in detection efficiency for

electrons and X-rays between the 1 μια and 4 urn counters. The fraction C to

which the 1 Mm counter data are contaminated is given by the relation:
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in which R is the ratio between the fluxes observed in the 1 urn and 4 \im

counter data, and ft the ratio as calculated for X-rays. R is the calculated

ratio between the electron flux which will be observed in the 1 μπι and in the

4 pm counters. With a similar calculation as De Korte was using for 1 ym and

3 pm windows we found R «10.

Using this method we found that the electron contamination in the energy

range 1.5 - 2.2 keV amounts to (50±20)Z in the 1 pm counters, and to (10+6)%

in the 4 μπι counters for regions of medium brightnes .

The error indicated in these values is only due to statistical uncertain-

ties in the observed counting rates. Systematic errors arising in particular

from uncertainties in our energy calibration may, however, play an even more

important role. If for example the width of the energy interval in which the

observed counting rates have been determined (1.5-2.2 keV) were to be 20Z

larger for the I ym counters than for the 4 urn counters (which cannot be ruled

out), the contamination level of the 1 jjm counters would reduce to (40±26)%.

The calculated electron contamination also depends critically on the

subtraction of the CRIB and the inherent detector background. This background

has been determined in the very beginning of the flight. Due to large changes

in the pulse height versus energy relation during flight, the correction for

this background may be seriously wrong, since the inherent detector back-

ground is strongly influenced by the changing contribution of the escape peak

to the nominal pulse height range.

This uncertainty factor may considerably reduce the calculated electron

contamination, but cannot enlarge it very much. He may conclude that the

calculated values of the electron contamination have to be considered as

upper limits.

We have estimated the contamination level for the two energy intervals

which have been used for the data analysis of this experiment, i.e. 0.1-0.54

and 0.54-2.0 keV, assuming that the electron contamination spectrum is flat

below a few keV (Hayakawa et al. 1973, 1974). The results for regions of

medium brightness, and assuming 50% contamination in the 1 vim counters between

1.5 and 2.2 keV, are given in table IV.2.
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Table IV.2

energy range
(keV)

0.1 - 0.54

0.54 - 2.0

Upper limits of the possible low energy electron

contamination level.

1 μιη counter 3
(39 + 40)

8%

327.

4 μιη counters
(37 + 38)

32

82

The contamination level of the I pm + Β filter counters (35 + 36) will be

between the values for the 1 urn and 4 μιη counters, or lower, since they are

equipped with mesh collimators instead of slat collimators (see chapter

11.3.8-c).

We did not find a significant difference in the absolute contamination

for several sky regions. This is in agreement with the fact that the low

e· Tgy electrons contain only little information about primary high energy

electrons which have a strong correlation with the geomagnetic field (Seward

1974).

2.3.3 UV-radiation

Ultra-violet radiation may contaminate the soft X-ray observations below

»0.2keV, in spite of the carbon coating on the entrance windows and inside

the counter bodies. A number of bright UV stars (table IV.3) within the field

of view enables us to determine their possible contribution to the observed

counting rates.

The detection efficiency for UV-radiation is equal for the 1 ym and 4 pm

counters, whereas the detection efficiency for X-rays below 0.28 keV is larger

for the 1 μιη counters by at least a factor two. So the 4 ym and the 1 urn +

Β filter data will be contaminated most heavily. An inspection of the observed

brightness distributions (see figures V.la, 2a and 3a) shows that the contri-

bution of these stars in the energy range 0.1-0.54 keV does not exceed

(15±10)% of the observed flux.

The contribution of UV-radiation from the direction of the galactic plane

will be an order of magnitude less than the contribution of the brightest

observed UV-stars (Orion belt and κ Ori). This conclusion is bated on the

calculation of Gondhalekar et al. (1975) for the mean UV background radiation

arising from stars in our galactic system. The contribution of regions of

higher galactic latitude is even less.
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The UV contamination level is, however, dependent on the lower level

threshold of the detectors, which is somewhat uncertain. This level was

originally set at 100 eV. Due to the large decrease in detector gain, we ex-

pect this value to have increased by about 25Z at the end of the flight, that

is, when the UV stars were observed. The contribution of these stars can also

be calculated using an empirically determined value of the quantum efficiency

of the detectors for UV radiation. This calculation indicates that towards

the end of the flight the LL threshold was 200+50 eV, confirming that it has

increased considerably.

It is, therefore, conceivable that the UV contamination was larger during

the first part of the flight when the LL setting was lower. However, even in

that case the estimated contribution of UV radiation from the galactic plane

and regions of higher latitude will not exceed a level of 15% of the observed

fluxes in the low energy range (<0.54 keV).

Table IV.3 Characteristics of some UV-stars.

\\ '

Name

Β Ori (Rigel)

γ Ori (Bellatrix)

δ Ori

e Ori

ζ Ori

η Ori

ί Ori

κ Ori

belt

apparent

visuel

magnitude

0.2

1.6

2.2

1.7

1.9

3.4

2.8

2.1

spectral

type

B8p

B2

B0

B0

BO

Bl

Oe5

B0

galactic

I
11

209°. 2

197.1

204.0

205.4

206.6

205.0

209.6

214.7

coordinates

b
11

-25". 2

-15.6

-17.4

-16.9

-16.2

-20.2

-19.4

-18.1

3. Viewing direction

The exactness of the viewing direction at the beginning of the flight,

derived from gyro data reduction, can be checked accurately (±0°.2) in one

direction by the observation of the Crab Nebula (Tau X-l). Taking into account

the panel configuration (figure I.I) and the scan direction (table III.3) we

can determine the state of deployment of panels 3 and 4 from the transit time
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relative to that of panel 2. The panels appeared to be not completely

deployed. The deviation from 90° deployment turned out to be l°.0i0°2 for panel

3 and 0°.6±0°.2 for panel 4.

The transit time of the Crab determined by panel 2 differs 0.7±0.2 s

(equivalent to 0°.8±0°2) from the time predicted by gyro data analysis. This

can be explained by:

a. A fixed difference of 0.7 s between the time scales used for X-ray and gyro

data analysis.

b. A difference of 0°8 between the whole scan pattern determined from gyro

data in the direction of scan I. This offset may have been caused by gyro

drift during or shortly after launch.

c. The slit shaped field of view of the detectors was not perpenc'icular to the

scan direction (rotation about longitudinal payload axis).

d. A difference in alignment of the coordinate systems of the ACS and the

X-ray detectors.

The influence of d can be neglected, taking into account mechanical

tolerances, while c can be ruled out sin?e it yields a deviation in roll one

order of magnitude larger than corresponds to the accuracy of the ACS.

The viewing direction during the last part of the flight φ <0) can be

checked by observation of some of the UV-sources listed in table IV.3 if the

X-ray data are analysed in a low energy range (E<200 eV), and a few X-ray

sources listed in the third Uhuru catalog (Giacconi et al. 1974) if the high

energy data (E>\ keV) are analysed. The sources which are present in this part

of the sky are listed in table V.I. Due to statistical uncertainties the

accuracy of position determination from UV and X-ray sources (except the Crab

nebula) is limited to about ±0°.6 in the scan direction. For scans 3 and 4A and

4B, where we do not have these observations, the accuracy is limited to ±3°.

All scan trajectories were adjusted on the basis of these tests, and the

new scan paths are shown on the maps in chapter V. The deviations due to

incomplete deployment of panel 3 and 4 have been eliminated.
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nose cone ejection and during some maneuvers to a

- K-

CHAPTER V

OBSERVED BRIGHTNESS PROFILES

1. Presentation of the data

II

Vie have split the observational data in two energy intervals:

0.1-0.54 and 0.54-2.0 keV, the lower one representing the C-band transmission

of the counter windows below the carbon Κ edge at 284 eV. The separation point

between the two energy intervals was chosen at 0.54 keV, which forms an anchor

point for the energy calibration, since it represents a minimum it. the ob-

served energy spectra (see chapter IV.2.1).

The celestial distributions of the observed counting rates are given in

figure V.I for the I urn + Β filter counters (35+36), in figure V.2 for the

4 μπι counters (37+38) and in figure V.3 for the I wm counters (39+40). The

counts are lumped in sky bins of about 1° along the scan path. These figures

present the data in such a mosaic that for the sky regions which are covered

by more than one scan, for each scan the intensity of that region can be read.

In examining these intensity distributions, the following points should

be born in mind:

a. Taking into account the uncertainties in the energy calibration (see chap-

ter IV.2.1) the energy intervals considered here are resp. 100±75 eV to

540±I00 eV (to which will be referred as <0.54 keV or "low" energy interval)

and 540 +100 eV to 2.0±0.2 keV ("high" energy interval).

b. The contribution arising from the cosmic ray induced background and

inherent detector background has been subtracted. No attempt has been made to

subtract UV-induced events, since their contribution (in the low energy inter-

val) is less than \5Z (see chapter IV.2.3.3). The possible contamination by

low energy electrons is discussed in chapter IV.2.3.2. We did not correct for

their contribution, since the contamination level is too uncertain.

c. Contributions of known discrete sources, including the Crab Nebula, are

still included in the presented spatial distributions. Sources listed in the

third Uhuru catalog (Giaconni et al. 1974) in this region of the sky are given
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in tctiïle V.I and a r t ' d rawn i n t h e h i g h - e n e r g y maps .

V. I JÏ-tMy s o u r c e · - 1 rum tin1 (Jluiru cM

name

3U043I -10

31/04 4 G+06

3UO527-O5

3UO53I+2I

3U06I4+09

31)0620+23

galactic
l"

205.9

190.3

208.8

.184.5

200.8

189.υ

coordinates
b11

-35.0

-24.5

-20.7

- 5.8

- 3.4

+ 4.7

intensity

(Uhuru counts/s)

3.010.3

5.6*0.9

4.2±0.5

947*21

6-60

5.0i0.5

counterpart

M42 = Orion Nebula

Crab Nebula

IC443

With the exception of the· Crab Nebula, IC443 and 3U06i4+09 their contribution

to the observed brightness distribution» in the energy intervals considered

here, is small. Ths UV stars from table IV.3 which may contribute to the

observed fluxes are plotted in thu low-energy maps.

d. Thomson-scattering oi solar X-rnys in the upper atmosphere may form an

important background in soft X-ray experiments. The solar zenith .ingle during

this experiment was 163°. This implies that the contribution of scattered

sular X-rays to the observed X-ray background is negligible (Hayakaws 1971).

e. Atmospheric absorption has not been taken into account. This absorption is

less than 5% for £>Ι00 eV during scans 2 thro 5, and less than 10% for f>140

during scans 1 and 6.

f. The observed counting rates have been corrected for dead time of the data

handling system, according to the method described in chapter IV.2.2.

f». No deconvolution of the spatial distr-'bution with the detector field of

view has been carried out. The distributions have been derived by lumping the

counts according to the position of the central detector axis (see chapter

IV.3). When scan speeds were different, different accumulation times per sky

bin are in force. The position of the detector axis in the direction perpen-

dicular to the scan path is accurate to only ±3° . In the direction of the scan

the accuracy for b >0° is about ±3° , and for b <0° about ±1° .

h. The dimensions of the presented bins are =«l° (=1/3 FWHM of the angular

resolution in scan direction) * 11° (-FWHM JL scan path). Thus sources outside

the shaded regions may still contribute to the observed data,

i. The data have been smoothed according to:



ή'.
ι

2h
i *

in which η'. is the presented counting rate in bin i, and *ί·.» '!· and A. arc

the actually accumulated counting rates in the preceding bin, the bin under

consideration, and the next spatial bin.

j. The intensity scales have been chosen in such a manner that the scale of

shading encompasses Lhe t'lfferenta between the maximun and minimum observed

counting rate in each figure in an optimum way, with the exception of the Crab

Nebula, which is about a factor 10 off-scale in the 0.54-2.0 keV energy

interval.

k. Since the scan speed in the sky bins was not always the same, the statisti-

cal significance of the counting rates will differ. In the legend of each

figure Lhe difference in counting rate between two consecutive brightness

intervals ΔΙ has been expressed in standard deviations of the actually arrumu-

lated number of counts per bin, for Lhe highest scan speed (1°.2/s). Thi.'s

represents most of the scans used. The uncertainty in scan 4C (Orion belt) is,

1.5 times smaller, and in the slowest scans 2,3A (Mon.Neb.) and 4B 2.2 times

smaller. This means for example Δ/ * 3o for the 1 um counter data in the

energy range <0.54 keV for the slowest scans. These statistical errors are

related to the counting rates of the unsmoothed data.

I. Care should be taken not to overrate tbe statistical significance of the

granularity in the spatial distributions: the difference in intensity between

two bins whose intensities are represented by two adjacent intensity inter-

vals, might be only a fraction of the intensity range covered by one interval.
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2. The Crab Nebula

Tlie brightness of the Crab Nc.ula (Tau X-l) in Che Ο.5Ί-2.Ο koV energy

range is so high that the black slv.dinj; in figures Ib, 2b and 3b covers aboul

tiie full width at 1/10 maximum, which explains why the source looks like an

extended source on these X-ray maps.

The Crab Nebula has been observed with a view to the energy calibration

and the determination of the viewing direction of the detectors. The result

of the energy calibration was discussed in chapter IV.2. I. Conclusions about

the alignment of the panels and the viewing direction along the scan path

were drawn in chapter IV.3. Λ check on the distance at which the detector

axes passed this source from a comparison of the observed and the expected

counting rate, will be made in this section. As for the energy calibration,

a difficulty is encounterud in the uncertainty of the interstellar absorption.

In table V.2 we have summarized the expected and observed counting '.'ates
-2 0

of the different counters, using a source spectrum d;7/dE=9&' ' photons per

(cm^-s-keV). The interstellar absorption was taken into account with cross-

sections from Brown and Gould (1970) and a hydrogen column density η =3,4'IO
J
'

cm"
2
. Krror limits have bean indicated corroHponding to column densities

2.0Ί0
2 1
 and 5.0*l()

?1
 cm'

2
 (Toor 1974). 'Πιο influence of the distance at which

the detector axes passed the source is seen by comparing the values of the

first line (actually expected values) with those on the following lines in

table V.2. The observed counting rate is shown in the same table with an error

corresponding to the uncertainty in the energy calibration. It is also subject

to a possible systematic error in the dead time correction. This correction

was applied according to eq.IV.3 but it may have been larger at these high

counting rates. The observed intensity, shown in the table, should therefore

be considered as a lower limit.

Unfortunately the accumulation of uncertainties makes a sharp conclusion

impossible. We may conclude that the assumed trajectory of scan 1 is in

agreement with the observed Crab intensity taking into account the uncertain-

ties mentioned above.
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3. IC443

Introduction

The supernova remnant IC44'J has been identified as an X-ray source in the

1-10 keV range by Winklcr and Clark (l<174) with 0S0-7. The measured X-ray

position was within the radio and optical nebula (~o"'.6 diameter), which con-

firmed the tentative identification made with source 31Ό62Ο+23 from the Uhuru

catalogue (Giacconi et al. 1974).

Shulman et al. (1976) describe an observation in the 0.6-1 keV energy band

with detectors with a circular field of view of 7° FWHM. Another observation

with 12' angular resolution made by the Copernicus satellite (Charles et al.

1975) suggests that the X-ray emission is concentrated near the filamentary

shell in the northeast.

In our discussion we shall also refer to an observation made by Malina et

al. (1976). They used two different detectors with a field of view of 3° FWHM

(circular) and 9'*5° FWHM respectively. They obtained a soft X-ray profile

with 9' resolution, and detected X-rays along the whole length of the optical

filament in the northeast quadrant. They also have obtained a spectrum in the

0.5 to 3 keV range.

Observation

Figures 2b and 3b clearly show the presence of IC443 in our data. We have

folded the thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum (T°10
7
K) given by Malina et al.
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0.5 1

energy (IteV)

figure V.i+ Observed energy spectrum of ICUU3 and the I-'onoceros Nebula in the

1 urn counters. Solid curve: spectrum of Kalina et al. (1976)

after folding with our detector response.

I (expected cojntinj rates circulated according to this

soectrun
present work

Shulraan et al. (1976)

with oiT 1 μπι counter detector response after applying interstellar absorption

by «
H
 = 3.98x]0

51
 cm"

2
 with crons-sections taken from Brown and Gould (i970).

This leads to the solid curve in figure V.4.

The dashed lines represent the expected counting rates from this spectrum

in two energy intervals. The counting rates observed in our 1 um counters

for IC443 in these two energy intervals are also indicated. These values

have been corrected for the angular distance at which th(. du';eetor axes
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passed the source (7°. 5).

Tlie count, inft rate observed in the high energy interval exceeds the

uxpiii'lod value !>y .1 factor 'J.-V'O.S. 'Πιis factor cannot he explained by

in.slnuneiH.il uncertainl ich - Tin· uncertainly in tlu· wierjïy c-.il ibr.il ion can

influence tht' obiiervcd inlcn.tily in llie liip.h energy interval only by t 10A.

Tin; observer) intensity can be mule compatible with the d.ita of Malina <·ι

al. only by ansuming th.it the tviilral detector axes passed 1C44 3 on an angular

distance o£ 0 ± ΐ . This is very unlikely in view of flic- accuracy of the ACS.

Moreover the expected intensity of the Crab Nebula would then amount to

(0.25±O. 25)*!O
J
 c/s in the 1 11m co-inters which deviates too strongly from the

observed intensity (0.85*0.07)^10'c/s) shown in table V.2.

The excess counting rate Keen in the low energy interval during the

expeiled transit is just above a 3d level of the background counting rate

before and after the transit of the source. This countinf, rate is, however,

subject to .in uncertainty of *45/! due to the doubts in the energy interval

1imits.

Discussion

The spectral data of Malina et al. on 1C443 in the 0.5-3 keV range

suggest a lower limit of I kpc /or the distance of ïiif rtmn/mt. TbtH does

not contradict ir.ost other outim.ituB of the diüiantt·, ranging ftom 550 pi'

(Van den Berf; et al. 1973, obtained from optical studies») and 1.5 kpc

(Sharpless 1959, association with 1111 region S249; Koltjer 1972) to 2.5 kpc

(Hardie et al. 1960, association with I Gem ass.; Duin I97&, Duin and

Van der Laan 1975, radio data).

Interpretation of X-ray data within the stancard shock wave model

(Jtolrjer 1972) allow several parameters to be estimat.vl. Malina et al. jonclu-

ded that the remnant is in the adiabatic phase. These authors estimated the

shock velocity to be 800 km/s which is. an order of magnitude greater than the

65±7 km/s (Lozinskaya 1969) or 100 km/s (al-Sabti 1970) deduced from studies

of the optical filaments. If these optical filament velocities were indicative

of the velocity of the expanding shock wave, then the postshock temperature

should be much too low for X-ray emission. Λ less severe discrepancy of the

same nature exists in the case of the Cygr.us loop (Gorenstein et al. 197!),

where the problem has been resolved by McKee and Cowie (1975) by showing that

the optical filaments in older SNR's represent shocked interstellar ciouds

that existed prior to the explosion. Their velocity can be lower than the

propagation speed of the shock wave. For the age of the remnant Malina et al.
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+ .ΌΟ0
iound 4000 .„..., years.

Shiilm.'in et .il. (l')'l(i) derived a flux in tli" 0.6-1.0 keV interval which

is (',ΐ'ΐ'.ι! i'i' than ρ ree) ie ted l>y the spectrum "f M.ilin.i et <il.. This flux is,

.liter deconvolul inn with our detector response, ali.o f.iven in figure V..'i.

However, their observal ion is j'.really hampered i>y X-r.iy.s ίπ·«: ι lic (,'r.il) Nebula.

They postulated a second component with a lower temperature of (Ι-3)·Ι0'Ί(

to explain their ob.servat ions. Sui'h a component would indicate; ,1 greater age

am! a lower shock velocity, in better agreement with tile optical observat ioii:j

of the filaments.

Our observations do not permit a more detailed spectral analysis, so we

cannot confirm that 1 he excess ι lux which we have mivisijred in the liiiiti energy

interval in respect to the spectrum of M.ilini el al., is contr ilnit inji mainly

in the energy interval 0.6-1.0 keV as Shulman et al. reported. The total flux

observed in our experiment in tliu 0.54-2.0 keV interval is, however, consis-

tent with the observation of Shulman et. al., and contradicts the spectra

fiivcn by Winkler and Clark (1974) and by Malina et a\. (1976).

i

r

4. Moncceros Nebula

Introduction

At optical wavelengths the nebulosity in Monoccros (C2O5.5+O.2) is an

irregular bright ring of emission centered on R.A.=6 37 , (5=6° , with an

approximate diameter of 3°. 5, situated north of the Rosette Nebula

(Van den Bergh et al. i 973).

At radio wavelenghts a source in this region was first detected by

Davi_s (1963) at 237 MHz. The structure of this source was resolved by

Hola..n (1968) at 178 MHz. The radio emission is peaked sharply at the

northern edge (ó=»7°. 5) and there is no corresponding minimum along the

southern edge (o^40).

Milne et al. (1969) compared their radio observation (470 and 635 MHz)

with an Hα mosaic of Raimond (1966) and found a very good structural

agreement. Furthermore it seems most likely that a high velocity HI emission

feature (+38 km/s) in thib direction (Raimond 1966, feature i) is associated

witii the nebula and the radio source. More recently a radio observation

at 111 MHz have Deen reported by Dickel and De Noyer (1975).

The circular appearance with bright edges suggests that the source may

be interpreted as a shell of emission, typical for supernova remnants.
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X-ray observations have not been reported which formed a reason for us to

plan a few scans over this source, searching for possible soft X-ray emission.

Qbsvrvtit ions

We have made two scans with a «low scan speed of 0.25/., and on·; scan

at l°.2/s over this object, and found no evidence for X-ray emission. The

counting rate of our 1 tun counters in the high energy interval is given in

figure V.5 for the two slow scans, superimposed on a 470 MHz contour map of

Milne et al. (1969). liieso counting rates do not show an enhanced emission

from the Monoceros Nebula. Also the low energy interval failed to give a

significant flux of this source. The 3o upper limits of the observed X-ray

background derived for this sky region are plotted in the spectrum ol

figure V.4.

Discussion

In order to compare the Monoceros Nebula uith IC443 we have collected in

table V.3 their main characteristics, including our X-ray observation.

Table V.j C'jinp.ir i.'.on ijfuwwn ;,NK'.f, ICuu; ,-jj,·) !4OT,.!I<>L.

Galactic source number

Milne catalog number

Downe catalog number

Angular size

Optical filaments velocity (km/s)

R a d i o f l u x l O ' - I O 4 MHz ( 1 0 ~ 5 3 W/m2 )

Spectral index at 1 GHz

Assumed distances (kpc)

Radio luraonosity (IO2S W)

Diameter (pc)

X-ray flux 0.54-2 keV (keV. cm2 . s ) " 1

ICAA'J

G 1 8 9 . 1 + 2 . 9

10

12

40 '

65±7

10

-0.45

1.5

27

17

0.2

tlon.Neb.

G2O5.5+O.2

12

14

210'

50±10

8.4

-0.5

0.9

9

55

<O.OI4

Re

1

1

2

3

4

1

5

4

6

1. Milne 1970
2. Downts 1971
3. Lozinskaya 1969, 1971
4. Derived from Milne 1970
5. Seward et al. 1976
6. Present work
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I'
+ 3° + 2° «1°

209°

right ascension (ΐ95Ο.θ)

"A' % '

Figure V.5 Monoceros Nebula sky region.

Contours: "470 MHz data of Milne et al.(1969). Contour unit = 2K.

Vertical shaded region: Optical appearance of the Hon.lleb. (Raimond 1966).

Thick lines: present data of scan 2 and 3, expressed as counting rates (s~' )

of the 1 um counters in the high energy interval. Typical +1σ errors indicated.
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There is a remarkable correspondence between IC443 and the Monoceros

Nebula, as follows from table V.3. Both have non-thermal radio emission with

about the same specfim and the same radio flux. Although their angular size

differs a factor 5, the optical filament velocities are about the same.

Tho impression from radio and optical data is therefore that the· Monoceros

Nebula is probably a SNR in the same phase as IC443. However, upon examining

their X-ray properties we find that this conclusion is not confirmed.

The distance to the nebula is uncertain. As it lies in the direction of

the galactic anticenter, it is unlikely to be further than 6 kpc froir the sun.

The linear dimensions of most galactic SNR's for which distances are known,

are all less than 50 pc. If the Monoceros Nebula would have a diameter of

50 pc, its distance would be *=800 pc. If the object belongs to the association

I Mon. (Girnstein and Rohlfs 1964) it would have a distance between 900 and

1 300 pc.

If the Mon.Neb. had the same X-ray spectrum as given by Malina et al.

0976) for IC443, we can put a lower limit on the distance of the Monoceros

Nebula, assuming that the lack of X-ray detection is due to interstellar

absorption. Even in the case that the whole hydrogen column density in that

direction (10Jicnf3, Daltabuit and Meyer 1972) is contributing to the X-ray

absorption, the observed flux would bo a factor 1.5 higher than the upper

limit which we have found for X-ray detection in the high energy interval.

We conclude that it is most likely that the X-ray spectrum of the

Monoceros Nebula is significantly different from that of IC443, which may

be a consequence of a much later stage of evolution. With increasing age the

X-ray emission of SNR's is shifting to lower energies. Seward et al. (1976)

have compared the upper limits of soft X-ray emission of a number of SNR's

with the radio fluxes of these sources. They found no strong correlation

between radio and X-ray fluxes, but ascertained that X-ray luminosity falls

to a very low value at SNR diameters of *50 pc. This is in agreement with the

results of our observation of IC443 and the Monoceros Nebula.

5. Large scale correlation with neutral hydrogen

Absorption and emission by interstellar matter

Scan h is very suitable for examining a relation between observed X-ray

intensity and galactic latitude, since this scan runs from 2>=+35° to i>=-45°

along constant longitude (d=2030), In figure V.7 we have drawn the observed
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counting rates of the 1 wn\ counters in both energy intervals afler subtraction

of an isotropic extragalactic component, represented by:

.. .
• ' •'

. - I . h , t,-"(/)nu plu)t()nii ((.,„!, sr#a.. keV)-
1

(V.2)

(Bunncr et al. I')7I) with cross-sections <:(/·.') for interstellar absorption

of Broun am* Gmild (197U). Tliis spectrum is folded with the detector response

of the different counters, and Che result is given in figure V.6a as a fund ion

of >!, . Then Juconvolut ion of the transmitted flux t'ith the collimator response

J. scanpath has been carried out for the hydrogen column densities along scan

4, given by lieiles (1975) for | i> | è» 10° and by Daltabuit and Meyer (1972) for

Λ considerable intensity in both energy intervals, with interesting

structures, remains after the subtraction of this extragalactic component

(fig.V.7). In the high energy interval the observed contrast can never be

explained by absorption only, even if one takes the case of no absorption

relative to absorption by the total hydrogen column density in that direction.

In order to get a first impression of the influence of interstellar matter

on a simple galactic emission model, we have taken the volume emissivity

proportional to the interstellar hydrogen density i>., (l)c Kortu 1975).

Integration along a line of sight leads to:

d/·:
g(i) ( , -σ(/··)«„ \

(V.3)

in which S(E) is the volume emissivity per hydrogen atom, 3(£) the absorption

cross-section per hydrogen atom and η the total hydrogen column density in

Η

that direction.

De Korte (1975) has shown that both pole and plane emission contain at least

two significantly different temperature components. For the galactic pole

direction he has derived a spectrum which could be explained by thermal

emission of two components with temperatures of Γ=2"Ι0
6
Κ (w=0.17 keV) and

ΪΜ).35χ10
6
Κ (feï'=0.03 keV) integrated over η =3xl020

 cm"
2
. Although these

Η

temperatures are related to the pole direction, this model can be considered

as a first order approximation for the latitude depence.

We have calculated expected fluxes in two energy intervals for both tempera-

tures as a function of η . The results are shown in figure V.6b for the

Η

I )im counters. The low temperature component contributes only significantly
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to the data in the low enerp,> interval and appears to be nearly independent

o£ η . The possible contribution of the two galactic components to the

observed counting rates is obtained after α Herniation by the appropriate

hydrogen column density, and indicated in figure V.7. 'ihe 0.01 keV component

in tin.
1
 low energy interval would Rive a horizontal line at 9 r/s and is not

shown separately. Tie normalization to the observed counting rates is rather

arbitrary, but has been chosen ill such a way tli.it the sum of the 0.17 keV

and 0.0'J keV component in the low energy interval (dashed line) does not

exceed t lie lowest observed counting rate. The shapes of the curves are,

however,representative for the assumed emission model. They show that the

observed features in the brightness distributions cannot be explained by a

simple emission model in which the volume emissivicy is proportional to the

interstellar hydrogen density.

Discussion of nome features

Figure V.7a (low energy data) shows a large enhancement in a region near

b-+20 , known as the Gemini enhancement. The observed intensity rises

considerably above the presumed galactic components,down to fc*-5 . The Gemini

enhancement will be discussed in section 6. A second prominent feature arises

at i<-30° , known as the I: rid anus hot spot, and will be discussed in section 7.

Figure V.7b (high energy interval) shows a remarkable drop of intensity

at i=+28 . This dip has not been reported by other observers;, which may be

explained by a poorer angular resolution of their detectors. This dip cannot

be attributed to interstellar absorption, since there is no corresponding

pronounced minimum in the low energy data. Moreover the hydrogen column

density in that direction is not excessively high. Apparently the excess

emission in the latitude range between 35° and ^7° shows a hole at b^28° .

The spectrum observed north and south of this hole seems to be different,

since the high intensity at fc>28° in the high energy band is not accompanied by

enhanced emission in the low energy interval, as is the case for b<28
1
.

The peak at b=-5° is due to the hard X-ray source 3U06J4+09. The profile

is broadened considerably at the side of the galactic equator up to t=M-5° ,

which shows that a point source alone cannot explain the X-ray emission in

this region. Part of the peak at i>=-20° can be explained by a contribution of

the Uhuru source 3UO527-O5, but again the peak is much broader than a distri-

bution which would arise from a single point source.
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Conclusion

There is no evidence for a strong correlation between the observed X-ray

intensities and the total hydrogen column density, derived from 21 cm data

(Cull velocity range) for +35° >£
s
-45° along ί=2Ο3°. The existence of galactic

regions of enhanced omission, together with the contribution of two hard X-ray

sources in the high energy interval, is most probably responsible for the

obsetved features,

6. Gemini enhancement

Observations

The presence of a broad region of enhanced emission at £=200° -210° and

^=20° is clearly visible on all our X-ray maps (figure V.I,2,3) and in the

counting rate distributions of figure V.7. In particular the 1 μ:η counters

show this enhancement in the carbon band (fig.3a). The high energy map of the

I urn counters (fig.3b) suggests that a second region of enhanced intensity

is present at 2*200° , £=27°. This feature is clearly visible in scan 3 and

perhaps correlated with an enhancement at £=25° in scan 4, suggesting that

this feature is located at smaller galactic longitude, near 9.
α
\9Ϋ .

Comparison with other observations

X-ray results

A region of high soft X-ray intensity near P.=210°, b-2<f was first

reported by Bunner et al.(1971) from an observation in the carbon band

of their detectors. Other observations were made by Yentis et al. (1972),

Davidse^i et al. (1972) and Bunner et al. (1973). The last paper also mentions

a feature in che 0.45-0.95 keV band. Furthermore observations were described

by Williamson et al. (1974; C-band) and Garmire (1974; 0.!-0.7 keV). All

these observations were carried out with detectors with angular resolutions

between 5° and 10° FWHM, whereas our observation was mads with an angular

resolution of 3°FWHM in one direction, permitting detennination of finer

spatial structures.

An explanation by the contribution of two or more unresolved discrete

sources was suggested by Yentis et al. (1972), and supported by Davidson et

al. (1972) who mentioned in this context the Monoceros SNR. Our observations

with a better angular resolution exclude this possibility.
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21 era radio data

Λη anomalously low hydrogen column density exists in the regions i=212
0
 ,

2)=+2O° and e = 217°, b=*2Y ( n ^ x IO
;
'° era"

?
, Heiles 1975). This minimum of r

Π Π

is clearly visible as one region of about 10 in diameter, centered at 11=214°,

b"20° on a black and while photograph of η over the velocity range -20 to

+ 20 km/.s (lleilos and Jenkins 1976, fig. 2b). Only a small fraction of the

observed X-ray intensity in the low energy range can be explained by the low

column density, while it fails to explain the enhancement in the high energy

band.

Optical features

Warner (1974) suggested that U Geminorum (£=I98°.8, ί=22°8) contributed

to the observed X-ray intensity. Novick and Woltjer (1975) found char U Gem

could make at most a small contribution to the X-ravs observed by Yentis

et ui., taking into account the fact that U Gem was not active at the time

of observation.

There is no evidence for the contribution of a point source at e=22°.8

in our data. Thus, the possible emission of U Gem cannot account for the

observed Gemini enhancement.

Λ correlation with zodiacal light was suggested by Yentis et al. (1972).

Several soft X-ray surveys carried out. since that lime diU not BIIOW evidence

for such a contribution to the observed X-ray intensities.

Non-thermal radio emission

The search for a possible relation between large-scale X-ray intensity

enhancements and galactic non-thermal radio continuum loops or spurs is

promising. At least part of the galactic soft X-ray emission is associated

with these loops (Bunner et al. 1974, De Korte 1975, Cruddace et al. 1976).

Association of X-ray emission with the radio spurs favors the interpretation

that spurs are shell sources, possibly originating from supernova explosions

(e.g. Berkhuijsen et al. 1971 , Kafatos and Morrison 1973).

Berkhuijsen (1973) suggested that the Gemini enhancement was due to a radio

spur, observed at 820 MHz, centered on the line £«195°, i>=+8° to n=202
0
,

2>=+30° . This feature in also visible on the 150 MHz survey of Landecker and

Wielebinski (1970). On the other hand Garroire (1974) reported that a detailed

examination did not seem to support the contention that the radio feature on

the 150 MHz map of Landecker and Wielebinski at £-205° and i=+l5° is a spur-

like feature that could be the radiative phase of an old SNR. Williamson
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et al. (1974) reported that the radio maps suggest that part of the spur may

extend below the galactic plane into the region near £=205 , i>=-15° , but that

the X-ray features which they observed south of the galactic plane did not

appear to bear any significant spatial relation to this or other radio conti-

nuum features.

lleilos and Jenkins have generated a photograph of the radio continuum

survey at 820 MHz of Ucrkhuijsen (1972). The radio spur at 2=2OO°which was

noticed by Berkhuijsen (1973) is clearly visible on this photograph (Heiles

and Jenkins 1976, fig. 16). The spur runs along f.=200° , starting at b<\0°

and ending at £)~28° . Considering figure V.7a,a relation may be assumed

between the radio spur and the X-ray emission. As has been pointed out in

section 5, the enhanced emission, remaining after subtraction of an inotropic

extragalactic component, extends from fc=25° to b^-Y in the low energy inter-

val. This covers for a large part che length assumed for the radio spur.

Such a relation with radio continuum radiation supports the conclusion

of De Korte (1975) that there exists a spatial correlation between a number

of extended regions of enhanced X-ray intensity and radio ridges of non-

thermal galactic radio continuum loops.

7. Eridanus hot spot

Introduct ion

The southern galactic· soft X-ray hemisphere is characterized by a bright

region in the constellation Eridanus at ?.~204° , b^-3St
J
. This region, called

the Eridanus "hot spot" (Naranan et al. 1976) is clearly visible on maps of

Williamson et al. (1974), Davidsen et al. (1972) and Naranan et al. (1976).

Also our low energy maps (e.g. fig.3a) show a region of enhanced intensity.

Naranan et al. noticed t'-.ac a number of astronomical objects may be physi-

cally related to the hot spot, viz.:

a. A nearly circular filamentary Hα nebulosity, about 15 in diameter

(centered approximately at (1=190°, £=-45°; Sivan 1974).

b. Uhuru X-ray source 3U0431-10 (Giacconi et al. 1974)

c. Radio pulsar MP0450 (Vaughan et al. 1969)

d. A neutral hydrogen velocity feature (Tolbert 1971, Heiles and Habing

1974). The velocity shifts abruptly from +8 km/s to -10 km/s near 11=210°,

fc=-35° .

e. OVI absorption in HD28497 (S,=208°.8, i>=-37°.4; York 1974).
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Narannn et al. havo observed Lhis sky region in the Ü.I8-0..J8 kei' and

0.6-1.0 keV energy band with detectors with a circular field of view of 7°

FWHM, and they established the presence of a region of enhanced X-ray inten-

sity, about IS0 in extent. On the base of assort at ioi.s and .similarities with

the Cygnus I.on» and Vela-X SNK's, the suggested that the [Cridanus hot .spot

isalso a SNK, .it a distance of approximately 1100 pc, with a diameter ol

52 pi·, an intrinsic soft X-ray luininos i iy of about 10·'" W (10' erg/;.) and

an aye exceeding Κ)'1
 years.

Observat ion

We have used a modified version of the X-ray maps of the lirid.-.nus

region given by NViranan et al. on which we superimposed counting rate

distributions of our data of scan 4 and 5 for the low and high energy inter-

val (figure V.8). These data refer to the sum of the observed count in;; rates

in the I urn, the 4 inn and the I urn + II filter counters, in order tc- get the

smallest statistical uncertainties.

The spatial structure is roughly in agreement with the result of Naranan

ct al. Our detectors do not show evidence for any spatial structure within

the region of enhanced emission although our angular resolution (3 in scan

direct ion) is decidedly butter than that of the experiment of Naranan ct al.

(7° FWHM). The appearance at the hot Hpol in the high energy band is; somewhat

less pronounced in our 0.54-2.0 keV interval than in Lift· 0.0-1,0 keV inter-

val of thuir detectors. Λ hal f-power width of the source of 13 nhi:iinvu

by Naranan et al. is in general agreement with our observation.

We have calculated the excess flux in the hot spot over tnat in the

adjacent region at i>-30° . The observed intensity in the 1 >.ni counters amounts

to 6.5 counts (cm
7
-sr·s)~' in the low energy interval, which leads to 0.35

counts (cm
? 1
s)"' for the entire source if a half-power width of 15°is taken.

We have estimated the source flux by assuming a thermal bremsstrahlung spec-

trum with a temperature of 3*10
6
 Κ (Naranan et al.) Such a spectral shape is

consistent with the ratio between the observed counting rates in our two

energy bands. An interstellar absorption of 2.5*IO
20
 cm"

2
 has been adopted.

The resulting source flux between 0.2 and 1.0 keV amounts to 1.2xlO"
70
 H/tn'

(1.2x10 ^ erg/cm
2
-s) if only free-free emission is taken into account, and to

l.6xlO~
20
 W/m

7
 if also free-bound and bound-bound emission are taken into

account (spectra calculated by Tucker and Koren, 1971). The last value is

about a factor 3 lower than has been derived by Naranan et al. They mention,

however, that their flux could be in errci by as much as a factor 2 due
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to the ambiquily in determining the excess flux over that in adjacent regions.

This also holds for our calculation.

Discussion

Naranan et ul. Iwive painted out the possible assuciatior of the X-ray

enhancement with the circulur lln nebulosity centered at i=190
0
, .'=-4 5°,

<i! tlimij'.li (hey nltio ment ioiied thai .1 region of nebulosity extends from ι her»

to the Orion complex. We κιιρροίκ· tli.it tilt' X-ray emission is probab · due to

more than one supernova roimi.int in thi.q region. Wo have indicated in figure

V.8a all the Hi filamentary htructurcH in this sky region v;hich are visible

on the photograph of Si van 0974).

The abrupt shift of the 21 era profile peak from +8 kra/s to -10 km/s near

<=210°, ^=-35° is most dearly visible on the color photograph o' Heiles and

Jenkins (1976). Their figure 5b represents Che column density of low velocity

hydrogen, villi color indicating the velocity over the range -20 to +20 kni/s

at high contrast. The color is rapidly changing from yellow at i=2! 1°, i=-33°

via green into blue at n=210
0
, b^-yf . Such a feature may be indicative for

the velocity dispersion near expanding shells (Chevalier 1974). We have

indica'ed this region in figure V.8a by a vertical shading. It appears that

its location on the map coincides with a point of intersection of t*;o hm

filaments.

There are, however, more features of the low velocity neutral hydrogen,

which can be associated with the. Ho structure». Comparison of the 1Ι<Λ data and

the color photographs of Heiles ,-ind Junkins shows that filamentary regions of

red colored gas (positive radial velocity) coincide v/ith Hα filaments in this

sky region. Part of the structural similarity was already noticed by

Verschuur (1973) and reviewed by Heiles and Jenkins (1976). Verschuur has

attributed part of the filaments to a supernova explosion. The neutral gas

would be identified with the dense region located behind the shock front.

Naianan et al. have pointed out the striking similarities between the hot

spot and the Cygnus Loop and Vela-X, with one exception, namely that the hot

spot is not observed as a radio continuum source, as the two other SNR's are.

The photographic representation of the 820 MHz survey of Berkhuijsen (1972),

given by Heiles and Jenkins, gives us reason to question the absence of radio

continuum emission. This kind of representation proves to be a more sensitive

way of visualizing radio data than a contour map. Accurate examination shows

a very faint circular feature, centered at about £=183° , £>=-37° , with a

diameter between 10° and 14° . Its position is indicated in figure V.8a by a



IL " _

horizontal shading. Λ large part of :his weak radio feature coincides with the

brightest II ι filament. This radio feature may be .somewhat more extended to

higher longitude, but wan too close to Lhe horizon of the survey of Berkhu i j .sen

to peril)'! •; ι lear conclusion.

Clone lus ion

The alleged relation between the brightest li>. filamentary .structure and

a nun-thermal radio continuum shell of emission suppi rts the supposition that

we are dealing with a supernova remnant. Many aspects of the Eridanus region

are, however, compatible with the presence of more than one shock front.

Large filamentary II < complexes probably form a network of interacting super-

nova remnant shells in Lhe interstellar medium as described by Cox and Smith

(1974). According to these .-uithuis such a network may be observed in X-r.iys

emission as a consequence of shock heated regions of the interstellar medium

MO' K. Associated features in the 21 cm radiation are also expected due to

a chaotic cl is'r iliut ion of local neutral hydrogen, with a stringy appearance

of velocity correlated large-scale HI features. This may explain the exten-

siveness (15° I-'WHM) of the observed X-ray enhancement, which is peaked in a

region where at least four filaments are present. The spectral d.ita in the

two energy bands do not contradict a thermal brcmsstrahluni; mechani r.m of a

gas with j temperature of (2-4) <)()'' K.
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes tlie observation of the soft X-ray background in a

part iif the sky near Lbe galactic anti-center in the energy range 0.1-2.0 kc\'.

Two preceding rocket experiments in collaboration between the Cosmic üay

Working Group at Leiden (The Netherlands) and the Space Physics Laboratory at

Nagoya (Japan) were carried out with freely spinning paylonds in order to nap

a large part of the sky. The present experiment (called Leinay. Ill) was pre-

pared by the same partners and by the Space Kesenrch Laboratory at I'trccht

(The Netherlands). It was equipped with a stable platform and an attitude

control system, providing the possibility of a much larger exposure to η

number of preselected sky regions.

The introduction of this thesis gives a short outline of the properties of

the soft X-ray background and emphasizes the role played by supernova remnants

in explaining the origin of this diffuse background radiation.

Chapter II extensively describes the experimental package, consisting of

an X-ray focussing instrument (mirror system) ,wïlh mul t ircl I proport ioit.il

counters in its focal plane, ami 8 larpti—arua proportional rnuntere. The large

area detection system has an angular resolution of 3°»1 I' , and is suitable for

X-ray detection in the O.I to 3 keV range. Spectral distinctions can be wade

by the system by using different window thicknesses and by the addition of

boron filters. The mirror experiment is designed for the investigation of the

soft X-ray background on a smaller angular scale, viz. 15' in one direction.

It is sensitive down to 50 eV.

The objectives of the observation program, described in chapter III, were

planned to be achieved by observing the X-ray sky during a number of slov;

scans along the celestial sphere.The payload was launched on November 10, 1974

and was not recovered. Therefore no attitude data from the star camera are

available so that the viewing direction had to be derived from gyro data and

X-ray data.

Another mishap was that the mirror experiment suffered from radio inter-

ference of the transmitters and yielded no significant data. Six of the eight

large area counters functioned well, except for a large change in detector re-

sponse. The resulting uncertainties in the energy calibration of the detectors
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las affected the possibility of performing a detailed spectral analysis of the

X-ray dala.

The br if',hlnc>Ki< distribution;; observed by the different types of counters

an· prciii'iHi'd in chapter V (niif'cct 90-95) in the form of intensity maps for

two oiu-Oiy inicrv.'ilu: 0.1=0.54 and 0. "14-2.0 kvV. Possible correlations bet woon

tliL' observed br ij;httii'.4!i profile
1
» and wilier iiHtronoiiiioal features like 21 cm

radiation of neutral hydrogen and radio continuum radiation are examined.

Λ long scan of 3° across the j-alactic equator at I =203" shows that the

observed soft A-t..y intensity after subtraction of a diffuse isotropic extra-

I'.alactic component hay no unique relation to the hydrogen column density in

the same direction.

Λ number of objects oi special interest (/ore covered by the scans. An

JL· •Ji.enhancement at Jl''=200", &*-=20°, known α·ί the Gemini enhancement, is probably

extended to b °-5 and may be related to a non-thermal radio spur. We

tentatively attribute this feature to a shell source originating from a super-

nova explosion like» other j-iant radio loops, whore a relation to X-ray emission

has boen observed.

Another enhancement attributed to α supernova remnant at I "^204°,

b
11
^-^ is known as the Eridanua hot spot. Λ source flux in the 0.2-1.0 keV

energy band liar, been derived and iy in agreement witli another observation.

Many aspects of the hoc spot arc compatible with the presence of sore than

one shock front.

Other supernova remnants are encountered in IC443 and probably in the

Monoceros Nebula. The detected X-ray flux of IC443 in the 0.54-2.0 keV range

is compared with other observations. One of these yields a flux which is a

factor 3.4 ±0.8 lower than our result, whereas another reported flux between

0.6 and 1.0 keV is consistent with our observation. No enhanced X-ray inten-

sity could be detected from the Monoceros Nebula during a prolonged observa-

tion. This suggests an X-ray spectrum different from that of IC443, possibly

due to an other stage of evolution.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft. waarnemingen van zachte röntyensiraling

afkomstig van een deel van do hemel rond de sterrenbeelden de Twee! ingen

(Gemini), Orion un F-ridanns, allo celuien in oen richting tegenover liet

centrum v,m ons molkwogslelsel .

Behalve zichtbaar licht en radiostral in;', blijken vele objecten in het

heelal ook röntgetlstral ing (X-rays) uit te zenden. Deze straling wordt

echter in hoge male geabsorbeerd door de aardatmosfeer, zodat ballonnen,

raketten of satellieten nodi|; zijn voor de waarnemingen. In de loop der

jaren (de eerste waarnemingen dateren uit 1962) is een 160 tal "puntbronnen"

aan de hemel ontdekt. Dit zijn bronnen waarvan de diameter aan dt- hemel zo

klein is, dat de röntgenslraling afkomstig lijkt te zijn uit een enkel punt.

Daarnaast kwam reeds tijdens de eerste metingen vast te staan, dat van de

gehele hemel eon achtergrondstraling (röntgengloed) afkomstig is.

Het is gebleken, dat deze straling bij golflengten kleiner dan 0.6 nm

(ft X) vrijwel even sterk van alle delen van de hemel afkomstig i«̂ . Hij

grotere golflengten (de zachte röntgenatral ing) s,peelt absorptie door inter-

stellair gas in ons melkwegstolsel een voorname rol. Ken belangrijk deel van

deze zachte straling moet zijn opguwukt in ons melkwegütelsel, on, voor zover

het golflengten van meer dan 4 nm (40 X) betreft, zelfs op relatief korte

afstanden, dat wil zeggen binnen enkele honderden lichtjaren. Bestudering van

deze straling leert ons iets over de eigenschappen van zowel de gebieden van

emissie als van de gebieden van absorptie van deze straling.

Sedert een aantal jaren voert de Werkgroep Kosmische Straling in Leiden

in samenwerking met de Werkgroep Ruimtefysica te Nagoya (Japan) raketwaar-

nemingen uit in het zachte röntgengebïed. Dit proefschrift behandelt het derde

raketexperiment, genaamd Leinax III, waaraan ook werd medegewerkt door het

Laboratorium voor Ruimteonderzoek te Utrecht, en dat gelanceerd werd op

10 november 1974 vanaf Kauai (Hawaii).

De inleiding van het proefschrift geeft een kort overzicht van röntgen-

bronnen die kunnen bijdragen tot de zachte rontgenaclitergrondstral ing. Met

name restanten van vroegere supernova uitbarstingen (overblijfselen van ont-

plofte sterren)kunnen in aanzienlijke mate bijdragen tot de kosmische röntgen-
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straling. Dit gebeurt soms in de vorm van kleine gebiedjes aan de hemel van

Tof minder in michlellijn, soms in de vorm van uitgebreide ringvormige struc-

turen, die een groot deel van de hemel omvatten, en tevens niet-thormische

radiostraling uitzenden.

lluoldsluk [I bevat een uitgebreide beschrijving van het instrumentarium.

Dil bestaat uit twee verKchi I leiuie detectiesystemen. In de eerste plaats een

spiegel systeem, dat röntgenstraling opvangt en bundelt op twee detectoren.

Met dit deel van het instrumentarium kunnen structuren aan de hemel worden

onderzocht met een hoekscheidend vermogen van { graad in één richting.

Daarnaast bevinden zich op 4 uitklapbare panelen in totaal 8 detectoren met

een groot oppervlak die een hoekscheidend vermogen hebben van 3 bij II graden.

Het ontwerp, de tests en de ijking van de verschillende onderdelen worden in

dit zeilde hoofdstuk behandeld, samen met een korte beschrijving van de elec-

tronica die voor de verwerking van de meetgegevens nodig is.

llooldstuk III behandelt het waarnemingsprogramma, dat bestaat uit enkele

struken aan de hemel die langzaam door de detectoren ï̂ orden afgetast. De

tol.ile wa.irnemingst i jd bedraagt slechts 5 minuten.

Hel instrumeiu.irium kon na de vlucht, door onbekend gebleven oorzaak,

aiet worden geborgen. De ster-camera, die gegevens had moeten verschaffen

over de precieze kijkrichting van de detectoren, is daardoor verloren gegaan.

Het gedrag van de instrumenten gedurende de vlucht is het onderwerp van

hoofdstuk IV. Helaas heeft het spiegelexperiment geen gegevens opgeleverd,

ten gevolge van interferentie (storing) door de aan boord aanwezige zenders,

die voor het overseinen van de gegevens zorgdragen. 'Acs van de acht groot-

oppervlak detectoren hebben wel gewerkt, zij het met aanzienlijke verande-

ringen van hun versterking.

Als een gevolg van deze versterkingsveranderingen konden geen gedetail-

leerde röntgenspectra worden verkregen van de verschillende gebieden aan de

hemel. Wel kon de helderheidsverdeling van de straling in twee golflengte-

geb. den worden vastgesteld. Deze verdeling laat diverse belangwekkende struc-

turen zien.

De waargenomen helderheidsverdelingen van röntgenstraling worden gepre-

senteerd in Hoofdstuk V in de vorm van "röntgenkaarten" van de hemel, (pagina

90 t/m 95). Voor ieder van de 3 typen detectoren zijn de metingen in twee

golflengtegebieden weergegeven. Een zwart gebied geeft een hoge waargenomen

röntgen-intensiteit weer, en een licht gearceerd gebied een lage intensiteit.

Verbanden worden gelegd met andere astronomische waarnemingen, zoals die van

radio-straling en zichtbaar licht.
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Een helder gebied dat werd waargenomen in het sLerrenbeeld de Twee-

lingen schijnt samen te hangen met een uitgestrekt gebied van radio-continuura

straling, vermoedelijk afkomstig van een .supernova restant. Een dergelijk

restant is waarschijnlijk ook de l>ron van de rönlgenstral ing uit Eridanus.

De rötngonstraling kan worden opgewekt in gebieden waar het interstellaire

gas een temperatuur heeft van rond een miljoen graad Celsius,

Met andere supernova restanten hebben wij te maken bij de Krabnevel

(de grote zwarte vlek rechts in het midden op de meeste kaarten), en bij

IC443, die eveneens werd waargenomen. Ken zwakke, ringvormige nevel

in het sterrenbeeld de Eenhoorn (Monoceros) die ook niet-thermische radio-

straling uitzendt, wordt eveneens als een supernova restant beschouwd. Ons

experiment heeft echter geen röntgenstraling van dit object waargenomen. Dit

wijst erop, dat deze nevel in bepaalde opzichten verschilt van objecten zoals

IC44J, die in radio- en optische straling wel op elkaar gelijken.

De Werkgroep Kosmische Straling is in 1962 opgericht door de

Nederlandse Commissie van Geofysica en Ruimteonderzoek (GROC), die een

commissie is van de Koninklijke Nederlandse Academie van Wetenschappen.

Het Leidse deel der kosten verbonden aan het raketprogranma is gefinancierd

uit fondsen die voor de uitvoering van het wetenschappelijk programma van

de GROC door het ministerie van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen aan de Rijks-

universiteit te Leiden ter beschikking zijn gesteld.
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STUDIE-OVERZICHT

Na het behalen van het ll.Ii.S.-B diploma aan het Amsterdams Lyceutn begon

ik in 1964 aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam de studie niet hoofdvakken natuur-

en sterrenkunde en bijvak wiskunde. Het kandidaatsexamen legde ik af in

oktober 1967, waarna ik mijn studie vervolgde aan de Hijksuniversiteit te

Leiden, met hoofdvak sterrenkunde en bijvak experimentele natuurkunde.

Als tweede bijvak koos ik didactiek van de natuurkunde.

In verband met praktisch werk voor het bijvak trad ik voor de periode van

een half jaar toe tot de Werkgroep Kosmische Straling, toenmaals onder leiding

van Prof.Dr. H.C. van de Hulst. Ik werd in de gelegenheid gesteld deze periode

aldaar voort te zotten t.b.v. de studie van het hoofdvak, dat zich in de

richting der röntgen- en gammasterrenkunde ontwikkelde. Hierbij nam ik onder

meer deel aan campagnes voor ba 11 on lanceringen van een plcrlronündcti-ctor in

Frankrijk, en een detector voor harde kosmi Hchc rr'intf.enclral ing in Texa»

(U.S.A.). Voorts bezocht ik een ESRO Komt· r se hooi over planetair ruimte-

onderzoek in Interlaken.

Na het afleggen van het doctoraalexamen in mei 1971, «as ik als weten-

schappelijk medewerker verbondei? aan bovengenoemde werkgroep. De eerste tijd

besteedde ik aan onderzoek ten behoeve van de ontwikkeling van een detector

voor zachte gammastraling, waarna de werkzaamheden zich concentreerden op de

voorbereidingen van het derde raket-experiment van de Werkgroep, voor het

waarnemen van zachte diffuse kosmische rörtgenstraling. Na het deelnemen aan

de lanceercampagne in oktober/november 1974 te Kauai (Hawaii) werd door mij de

gegevensverwerking ter hand genomen. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de uitvoering

en de resultaten van dit experiment.
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